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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PFOTECTION AGENCY

REGION 6
1445 ROSS AVENUE, SUITE 12OO

DALLAS. TX 75202.2733

sEP 2I 2007
CERTIFIED MAIL: RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED (P 7004 1160 0003 0358 8000)

REPLY TO:6WQ-NP

San Jacinto River Authority
Donald R. Sarich, Division Manager
P.O. Box 7537
Woodlands, TX ?7387

Re: Application to Discharge to Waters of the United States Permit No. TX0054l 86 San
Jacinto River Authority, Woodlands POTW No. l

Dear Mr. Sarich:

This package constitutes EPA's final permit decision for the above referenced faciliry.
Enclosed are the responses to comments received during the public comment period and the final
permit. According to EPA regulations at [40CFR 124.19],wi1hin 30daysaftera final permit

decision has been issued, any person who filed comments on that draft permit or particiPated in

the public hearing may petition the Environmental Appeals Board to review any condition of the
permit decision.

Should you have any questions regarding the final permit, please feel free to contact
Laurence Giglio ofthe NPDES Permits Branch at the above address or by telephone: (214)

665-66J9, by fax: (214) 665-2191, or by E-mail: giglio.larry@epa.gov. Should you have any
questions regarding compliance with the conditions of this permit, please conlact the Wat€r
Enforcement Branch at the above address or by telephone:714-665-6468.

Sincerely yorus, ̂

ns.,"[ Jt*r-
Director
Water Quality Proteclion Division

Enclosures

cc (with enclosures):

L'Oreal Stepney, Water Quality Director, TCEQ
RECE,VED

^ucto4n/Jl
Y!iii#i,gi'.,tit!f,x,,

Migd€l I. Flores

R.cycLdJnocyclibl. . Prtnsd rdth vogFlsbb on aas€d In|(3 on 1 0o% B6<vcb Pap€r (40% Pos|coosums.)



NPDES PERMIT NO. TXOO54186
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS

RECEIVED ON THE SUBJECT DRAFTNATIONAL POLLUTANT DISCHARGE
ELIMINATION SYSTEM (NPDES) PERMIT IN ACCORDANCE WITH REGULATIONS

L|STED AT [40 CFR l24.l7l

APPLICANT: San Jacinio River Authority
P.O. Box 7537
Woodlands, TX 77387

ISSUING OFFICE: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Region 6
1445 Ross Avenue
Dallas, fi 75202-2733

PREPARED BY: Laurence E. Giglio
Environmental Engineer
Phillip JerDings
Environmental Scientist
NPDES Permits Branch (6WQ-PP)
Water Quality Protection Division

PERMIT ACTION: Final permit decision and response to comments received on the draft
NPDES permit publicly noticed on December 7, 2006'

DATE PREPARED: September 21, 2007

Unless otherwise stated, citations to [40 CFR] refer to promulgated regulations listed at Title 40,
Code ofFederal Regulations, revised as ofSeptember 14, 2007.
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SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES FROM DRAFT PERMIT

There are changes from the draft NPDES permit publicly noticed on December 7'2006.

I . The finat permit will have a dissolved oxygen limit for Outfall 001 of 4'0 mg/1.
2. The final permit will have a dissolved oxygen limit for Outfall 002 of 5.0 mg/l.
3, The final permit wilt limit E. coli to a daily maximum of 394 cfu per 100 ml and the 30-

day average of 126 cfu per | 00 ml.
4. N itrate-nitrogen and dibromochloromethane report requirements have been eliminated

lrom the final permit.
5. The critical dilution used for WET testing has been changed to 690lo.

STATE CERTIFICATION

Letter from L'Oreal Stepney, Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) to Miguel I-

Flores, (EPA) dated March i , 2007.

CONDITIONS OF CERTIFICATION

TCEQ waived state cer(ification.

COMMENTS RECEIVED ON DRAFT PERMIT

Letter from Lauren Kalisek, attorney with Lloyd Gosselink, representing San Jacinto River
Authority (SJRA) to Diane Smith, EPA, dated February 19, 2006.

RESPONSE TO TCEO COMMENTS

ln general, TCEQ stated differences belween the State permit and the NPDES draft permit but
made no specific requests or r€commendations.

COMMENT 1: There is no effective date or expiration date for the proposed NPDES permit.

RESPONSE I: EPA does not include expiration dates on draft permits since the exact effective
date is not known at the time the draft permit is proposed.

COMMENT 2: The NPDES permit requires a 6.0 mg/L minimum Dissolved Oxygen limit with
a 3 month compliance schedule from effective date of permit. The TCEQ permit requires a 4-0
mg/L minimum Dissolved Oxygen limit.

RESPONSE 2: The final NPDES permit includes a DO limit of 4.0 mgll for Outfall 001 and
establishes a DO limit of 5.0 for Outfall 002.
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COMMENT 3: The NPDES permit establishes flow limits at a daily frequency, measured
instantaneously. The TCEQ permil requires continuous monitoring with a totalizing meter, in
accordance with 30 TAC Section 3 19.9(a), Table L

RESPONSE 3: The final permit includes flow monitored using continuous monitoring with a
totalizing meter.

COMMENT 4: The NPDES permit includes slightty different daily average mass loadings for
CBOD and TSS when compared to the TCEQ permit.

RESPONSE 4: The I pound difference in CBOD is attributed to rounding.

COMMENT 5: The NPDES permit includes 7-day average mass limits for CBOD, TSS, and
Ammonia. The TCEQ permit only requires concentration-based 7-day average limits.

RESPONSE 5: EPA provides mass loading limits for all pollutants yhen a concentration limit
is given.

COMMENT 6: The NPDES permit does not include daily maximum limits, as specified in 30
TAC Section309.4.

RESPONSE 6: Secondary treatment regulations contained in 40 CFR do not impose daily limits
for CBOD or TSS.

COMMENT 7: The NPDES permit requires a l2-hour composite sample for CBOD, TSS, and
Ammonia. The TCEQ permit requires a'tomposite" sample which is defined as a sample made
up ofa minimum ofthree effluent portions collected in a continuous 24-hour period, in
accordance with 30 TAC Section 319.9(a), Table l.

RESPONSE ?: The final permit includes 24-hour composite sampling for CBOD, TSS and
ammonia. See EPA Response 6-4'l in SJRA Response to Comments document.

COMMENT 8: The NPDES permit requires E. coli limits of 394 cot/l00 mL daily average and
126 col/I00 mL daily max (with a three month compliance schedule). These limits appear to be
erroneously reversed, since the daily average should be less than the daily max'

RESPONSE 8: A typographical error was madeand the final permit has corrected the error to
reflect 394 col/100 mL daily maximum and 126 col/I00 ml daily average for E. coli. See EPA
Response 3-Cl in SJRA Response to Comments document:

COMMENT 9: The NPDES permit includes monitoring and reporting at a 2/month monitoring
frequency for Nitrate-Nitrogen, Dibromochloromethane, and Total Copper. The TCEQ permit
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does not include monitoring for these parameters. The average effluent screening concentrations
for Total Copper and Dibromochloromethane were less than 70% ofthe effluent concentration
that would attain water quality standards, and monitoring for these parameters is therefore not
required according to the Procedures to lmplement the Texas Surface Water Quality Standards
(lPs).

RESPONSE 9: EPA has eliminated monitoring and reporting for dibromochloromethane and
nitrate-nitrogen but not copper. Copper is still required to be monitored and reported in the final
permit. See EPA Response 5-E lin SJRA Response to Comments document.

COMMENT l0: In the NPDES permit, the monitoring frequency for Total Residual Chlorine
on Page I is daily. llowever, the footnote (+8) for Total Residual Chlorine in Part l, Page I is
definbd on Page 3 and refers to monitoring at 5 days per week.

RESPONSE 10: EPA notes the inconsistency, and has corrected the final permit to reflect daily
monitoring as the Fact Sheet specified.

COMMENT I l: The NPDES permit requires reponing the daily average flow and 7-day
average flow. The TCEQ permit requires reporting the annual average flow in place ofthe daily
average flow and does not require reporting ofthe 7-day average flow.

RESPONSE I I : Noted in the administrative record.

COMMENT l2: In the NPDES permit, the final effluent set in Part l, Page 4 (related to the
WET limits) becomes efiective three years from the effective date of the permit, and this effluent
set appears to incorrectly continue the compliance schedule for the dissolved oxygen limit that is
in place three months from the effective date ofthe permit.

RESPONSE l2: The Tables in Part I ofthe permit have been changed and footnot€s sp€ciry
times and dates for compliance schedules.

COMMENT l3: In the NPDES permit, the final eflluent set in Part l, Page 4 includes footnote
(*4) related to the E. coli limit, which is defined on Page 5 and allous a three modth compliance
schedule. The interim repod requirement for E. coli has been appropriately deleted in ihe final
emuent set. However, the placement ofthe footnote is confusing, and it might be clearer ifthis
foolnote were deleted-

RESPONSE 13: The Tables in Part I of the permit have been changed and footnotes specifu
times and dates lor compliance schedules.

COMMENT l4: ln the NPDES permit, foomotes are included for the E. coli limits in the
interim effluent set (+7) and the final effluent set (+6) which conflict with each other. (+7) on
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Page 3 directs the permittee to utilize specific analytical testing methods, white (+6) on Page 5
srat€s that EPA has yet to approve a test method for E. coli-

RESPONSE 14: The Tables in Part I of the permit have been changed and footnotes have also
been appropriately changed.

COMMENT l 5: The NPDES permit includes Nanative Limits on Page 6 of Part I of the
permit. These provisions appear to require that the receiving waler comply with various water
quality provisions (such as free ofoil and grease, free of floating solids, etc.). The TCEQ permit
includes similar provisions; however, those provisions refer to the effluent quality of the
discharge rather than to the conditions of the receiving waters.

RESPONSE 15: EPA concurs, and the following language has been added to the final permit;
"Discharges shall be such that the following narrative standards are maintained in the receiving
waters." See EPA Response l7-Al in SJRA Response to Comments documenl.

COMMENT l6: In the NPDES permit, Section B on Page 6 of Part I under Subparagraph B'e.
identifies a compliance schedule for the WET limits of three years from the effective date ofthe
permit. Other sections of the proposed permit indicate compliance is required on l/1t2010.

RESPONSE l6: The permit includes a revised compliance schedule for WET limits, which
become effective three years after the effective date of the Permit.

COMMENT 17: In the NPDES permit, Section D on Page 8 of Part I includes Pollution
Prevention Requirements, which are not required in the TCEQ permit.

RESPONSE l7: EPA includes Pollution Prevention Requirements in NPDES permits.

COMMENT l8: The NPDES requirements in the Contributing Industries and Pretreatmenf
Requirements are not the same as the requirements of the TCEQ. The TCEQ has required the
permittee to develop a full TCEQ pretreatment program for all three of the SJRA facilities. The
TCEQ has issued two TCEQ permits (WQ0012597001/TX0091715 and
WQ00l l40l00l/TX0054186) that include the seven activities for the SJRA to develop a fulI
TCEQ pretreatment program, and one perm it (WQ00l l658001/TX0063461) that includes
language referencing the requirement to develop a pretreatment program through the tracking
plant WQ0012597001. 40 CFR Part 403.8(a) states that any POTW (or combination of POTWs
operated by the same authority) with a total design flow gteater than 5 mgd and receiving from
Industrial Users pollutants which Pass Through or Inlerfere with the operation of the POTW or
are otherwise subjecl to pretreatment standards will be required to establish [develop] a POTW
pretreatment program. The draft NPDES permit appears to differ from this regulation-

RESPONSE l8: Noted in the administrative record.
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COMMENT 19: The NPDES permit does not define a mixing zone, as specified by 30 TAC
Section 307.8(b)(9).

RESPONSE 19: Noted for the Administrative Record.

COMMENT 20: 24-hour acute biomonitodng is required in the TCEQ permit in accordance
with the IPs, but this requirement is not included in the NPDES permit..

RESPONSE 20: Comment noted in the Administrative Record.

COMMENT2I: The NPDES permit includes chronic WET (Whole Effluent Toxicity) timits
for both test species, even though the Toxicity Reduction Evaluation (TRE) that the permittee
had previously performed was for the water flea (Ceriodaphnia dubia) only. This approach
appears to be inconsistent with the IPs, since the fathead minnow (Pimephales promelas) never
demonstrated any statistically significant lethality.

RESPONSE 2l: The WET limit for the fathead.minnow rlas deleted from the permit.

COMMENT 22: The WET limits in the NPDES permit are for "toxicity'' (lethal andlor
sublethal effecti), whichever number is lower. Since the sublethal testing is usually lower, as test
organisms have other functions impaired before they actually die, the permit in effect has
sublethal WET limits. Sublethal WET limits are not required in the cunent lPs.

RESPONSE 22: Noted for the Administrative Record. See also EPA Response 2l-A3 in SJRA
Response to Comments document.

COMMENT 23: According to the fact sheet for the NPDES permit, the analysis for WET
Reasonable Potential (RP) analysis (Appendix B) is inconsistent with the IPs. The NPDES
analysis results in a toxicity WET limit for the fathead minnow after only two demonstrations of
a statistically significant growth effect in the past five years. In addition, the NPDES permit
precludes the permittee from performing a TRE before WET limits are added to the permit, and
this approach is also inconsistent with the IPs.

RESPONSE 23: See previous commenl regarding removal ofthe falhead minnow from the
WET limit. Also, the permit does not preclude a TRE, it simply does not require a TRE.

COMMENT 24: Throughout Part II.D. (Whole Eflluent Toxicity Limits) of the NPDES peimit,
the term "at and below" is used when referencing the critical dilution in terms of determining
whether a significant effect has or has nbt occuned. This definition contradicts EPA's WET
method manuals, and it is more stringent than the language included in TCEQ permits with WET
testing requirements in Pan 2.8., Statistical Interpretation. This may cause a difference in the
NOEC values reported to EPA and TCEQ.
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RESPONSE 24: See EPA Response 48-El in SJRA Response to Comments document.

COMMENT 25: In Part II.D.l.a. of the NPDES permit (untitled), the Ceriodaphnia dubia test is
required to be terminated when 60% ofthe surviving females in the control produce three broods
or at the end ofeight days, whichever comes first. ln the TCEQ permit, the test is terminated
when 60% of the suwiving adults in the control produce three broods or at the end ofeight days,
whichever comes first.

R-ESPONSE 25: See item 4.9. I on page I I of the most recent freshwater WET melhods manual
(l'{overnber 2002), which states: "ln Ceriodaphnia dubia controls, 60olo or more of the surviving
females must have produced their third brood in 7 + I days, and the number ofyoung per
surviving lemale musl be l5 or greater."

COMMENT 26: In Part ll.D.2.a.ii. of theNPDES permit (Test Acceptance), lhe mean number
of neonates is evaluated on surviving females in the control, while in the TCEQ permit it is
evaluated on surviving adults (males and fernales).

RESPONSE 26: See Response 25

COMMENT 27: .In Part II.D.l.a..iii.. of the NPDES permit (Test Acceptance),60% of the
surviving control females must produce three broods. In the TCEQ permit, the test is valid if
60% of the surviving adults in the control produce tbree broods or al the end ofeight days,
whichever comes first.

RESPONSE 27: See Response 25

cOMMEhiT 28: In Part ILD.2.a..vii. and viii. of the NPDES permit (Test Acceptance), tests are
invalidated if the Percent Minimum Significant Difference (PMSD) falls below a specified
criterion for a particular species. This is inconsistent with the language inlheTCEQ permits as
well as the EPA methodology manual, which has specific procedures lo address PMSD values
below the specified criteria, bul the tests are not aulomatically invalidated.

RESPONSE 28: Noled for the Administrative Record.

COMMENT 29: Part II.D.2.b. of the NPDES permit (Statistical Interpretation) differs from the
TCEQ permit. For example, in the NPDES permit there is no Lowest Observed Effect
Concentralicn (LOEC) dehnition and no discussion ofinterpreling anomalous resuhs.

RESPONSE 29: Noted for the Administrative Record.

COMMENT 3O: In Part Il.D.2.c. of the NPDES permit (Dilution Water), the defined dilution
water collection site is inconsistent with the one in the TCEQ permit.
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RESPONSE 30: Noted for the Administrative Record. No changes wete made to the permit.

COMMENT 3l: In Part t1.D.4., the NPDES permit allows a chronic testing frequency
reduction after one;,ear ofquarterly testing for the fathead minnow ifconditions ofno toxicity
are met. Convemety, the TCEQ permit and the IPs do not prescribe consideration of a testing
frequency reduction for species with WET limits until five years oftesting have been performed-

RESPONSE 3l: This final permit does not include a WET limit for the fathead minnow

COMMENT 32: ln Part ll.D.2.d. of the NPDES permit (Samples and Composites), the
composite sample definition (which references ltem l.a. which in tum references Part I) is
inconsistent with the definition in the TCEQ permit.

RESPONSE 32: See EPA Response 6-A I in SJRA Response to Comments document'

COMMENT 33: In Part II.D.2.d.iii. of the NPDES permit (Samples and Composites)' the
composite samples are required to be chilled to 4 degrees Centigrade, This differs from the
TCEQ permit and the EPA method manual, which allows the samples to be maintained at a
temperature range of 0-6 degrees Centigrade.

RESPONSE 13: See EPA Response ll-Flin SJRA Response to Comments document.

RESPONSE TO SJRA COMMENTS

The attached document iincludes the comments from SJRA and the responses by EPA.
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EPA REGION 6 RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
SAN JACINTO RIVER AUTHORITY

DRAFT NPDES PERMIT NO. TXOO54I86
WOODLANDS WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT NO. I

SEPTEMBER 28,2OO7
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DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVTATIONS

1989 NPDES Permit - The current NPDES permit under which SJRA operates WWTP No.l
issued by EPA in 1989. (See Appendix).

2004 Texas 303(d) List - TCEQ's list of waterbodies that do not meet TSWQS for designated
uses. May 13, 2005. (Avaitable at http://www.tceq.state.tx.us/assets/public/compliance/
monops/water/04twqi/0a_3 03 d. pdf).

7Q2 - The lowest average stream flow for seven consecutive days with a recurrence interval of
two years, as statistically determined from historical data. 30 TAC $ 307.3(26).

Application - SJRA's NPDES Permit Application filed with EPA June I, 2006, and related
documen$.

BPJ - Best Professional Judgment.

CBOD5 - 5 day Carbonaceous oxygen demand.

C. dubia t Ceriodaphnia dubia.

CFR - Code of Federal Regulations.

cfu - Colony forming units.

Cluonic Freshwater Methods - Promulgated at 4Q CFR Part 136 in 1995 and updated in 2002.
- U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Short-term Methods for Estimatine the Cluonic
Toxicitv of Eflluents and Receivins Waters to Freshwater Orqanisms. Fourth Edition; October
2002. (Available at http://www.epa.gov/waterscience/wet/disk3/ctf.pdf).

Chronic Toxicity - Toxiciry which continues for a long-term period after
exposure lo loxic substances- Chronic exposure produces sub-lethal effects,
such as growlh impairment and reduced reproduclive success, bu.t it may also
produce lelhality. The duration of exposure applicable lo lhe mosl common
chronic loxicily lesl is seven dalts or more. (Defnition from lhe Texas l[laler

Qualiry Standards)

CV - Coefficient of Variation - a statistical measure of dissimiiarity, defined as the ratio of the
standard deviation to the mean in a set ofdata.

DMR - Discharge monitoring report.

DO - Dissolved oxygen.
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Draft Permit - The draft NPDES Permit No. TX0054186 issued bv EPA on December 18,2006
for WWTP No- 1.

E. coli - Escherichia coli bacteria.

EPA - Environmental Protection Agency.

EPA NPDES Permit Writer's Manual - U.S. Environrnenlal Protection Agency. EPA Permit
Wrilers' Manual EPA Document No. EPA-833-B-96-003. December 1996. (Available at
http://www.epa. gov/npde s/pubs/owm024l. pdll-

Falhead Mirurow - Pimephales promelas.

IC25 - 25-percent Inhibition Concentration. The toxicant concentration that would cause a 25
percent reduction in mean young per female for a C. dubia test population or a 25 percent
reduction in mean groMh for a Fathead Minnow test population.

IP - Procedures to Implement the Texas Surface Water Oualitv Slandards. Document No. RC-
194 (Revised). January 2003. (See Appendix).

Interlaboralory Variabiliry Study - U.S. Envirorunental Prorection Agency, Ofhce of Water.
Final Report: Interlaboratorv Variabilitv Studv of EPA Short-term Chronic and Acute Whqlg
Effluent Toxicit), Test Methods. Vol. l- Document No. EPA 821-B-01-004- U S'
Environmental Protection Agency, Offiee of Water, Washington, D.C. (Available at
http://www.epa. gov/watersc ience/WET/fi nalwetv 1 . pdf).

MAL - Minimum Anall'tical Level.

mg/L - Milligrams per liter.

ml - Milliliter.

NHr-N - Ammonia nitrogen.

NOEC - No Observed Effects Concentration.

NPDES - National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System.

PFD -The Administrative Law Judge's Proposal for Decision inTCEQ DocketNo.2003-1213-
MWD; SOAH Docket No. 582-04-1194. (See Appendix).

POTW - Publicly Owned Treatment Works

R6 - EPA Region 6

SJRA - The San Jacinto River Authoritv.
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SOAH - The State Office of Administrative Hearings, Texas.

Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater - American Public Health
Association, American Water Works Association, and Water Environment Federation. Standard
Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewaler. l grn Edition. 1995.

State Permit - The permit issued by the TCEQ on January 17,2006 for WWTP No. l. (See
Appendix).

TAC - Texas Admlnrstrallve Code.

TCEQ - Texas Commission on Environmcntal Quality.

TCEQ Order - TCEQ's "Order Regarding Application by San Jacinto River Authority for
Renewal of TPDES Permit No. I l40l-001 in Montgomery County; TCEQ Docket No. 2003-
l2l3-MWD; SOAH Docket No. 582-04- l194." (See Appendix).

TCEQ Record - The record associated with TCEQ Docket No. 2003- l2l 3'MWD; SOAH
Docket No. 582-04-1194, including the hearing transcripts, SJRA's Exhibits, the Executrve
Director's Exhibits, the PFD, the TCEQ Order and the State Permit. (See Appendix).

TEXTOX - Texas Toxic evaluation spreadsheet

TPDES - Texas Pollutant Discharge Eliminalion Sysrem.

TRC - Total residual ehlorine.

TRE - Toxicity Reduction Evaluation. An cirganized stepwise investigation designed to identify
pollutant(s), sources, and controls for toxic effluents.

TSD - Technical Support Document for Water Quality-based Toxics Control,
EPA/505/2-90-001, 2nd Printing, [J.5. Environmental Protection Agency,
Office of Water, llashington, D.C.
(Available at : ht tp : //www. epa. gov/npdes/pubs/ow m026 4.pdfl

TSS - Total suspended solids.

TSWQS - Texas Surface Water Quality Standards, 30 TAC $ 307.1-307.10.

WERF Report - Warren-Hicks, Ph.D., William; Benjamin R. Parkhurst, Ph.D.; and Song Qian'
Ph.D. Accountine for Toxicity Test Variabilitv in Evaluating WET Test Results. Document No.
00-ECO- 1. 2006. (See Appendix).

WET Variability Document - U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Wastewater
Management. Understandine and Accounting for Method Variabilitlin Whqle EEluqnl IQ{Lcj!:l
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Anplications Under t . Document No. EPA
813-R-0-003. 2000, (Available at http://www.toxicity.com/pdf/epa2000june.pdf).

IVET Method Guidance - Method Guidance and Recommendatittns for \Yhole
Effuent Toxicity (WET) Testing (40 CFR Part I 36), EPA 82 I -8-00'004, July
2000. Available at : hltp:,//www.epa.gov/npdes/pubs/wetguide.pdf

WET - Whole Effluent Toxicity,

WQAS - TCEQ Water Quality Assessment Seclion

WQMP - Water Quality Management PIan

WWTP No. 1 - The Woodlands Wastewater Treatment Plant No. I that is the subject of the
Draff Permit.
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INTRODUCTION /EPI)

The only commenls received on the draft pemil were those made by the
permiltee. Due to the nature of some commenls and complexity of both the
commenls and responses, EPA has reorganized the slruclure of the comments
however the actual comments are presented verbatim Commenls and
responses relaled to whole efiIuent toxicity (t/ET) are lengthy and have been
grouped in the last two seclions. The lasl seclion (V - Non-Permit Relaled
Comments) of the permittee's commenls addresses issues lha! went beyond
the lerms and conditions of the proposed permit (e.9., commenls on lhe WET
methods, sublethal endpoints etc.) EPA's has provided responses to lhose
commenls. EPA's responses to comments on the Draft Permil are
categorized as follows; specific efrluent limits and monitoring requiremenls;
procedwal sampling, rcporling, and record-keeping requirements:
coftection of information in the Fact Sheet, typographical errors, and minor
Ianguage clarifcalion, whole efiluent limits and monitoring requirements.
SJM text is not italicized and not indented. It includes headings for SJRA's
Commenls and SJRA's Recommendalions. @
within lhe refl af SJRA'i commenls and are presented, indenled and in
italics, qfter the heading "EPA Resoonse." EPA responses are numbered
both sequentially for ease of reference within the document bul also u/ith lhe
original SJM commenl identifcation (e-g- EPn Response I - A1; where the

first ! is the sequential number, A is the original commenl section identifier
and the second I identifies it as EPA's frst response for SJRA Comment A)

for retaining continuity wilh their original comme document.

, I. SPECIFIC EFFLUENT LIMITS AND
MONITORING REQUIREMENTS

A. Data Used in Development of Draft Permit (Fact Sheet at p- 2)

Comment; Section X of the Fact Sheet states that data provided in the EPA Permit
Application Form 24 and "other salient data" were used to determine the average and maximum
concentrations for parameters listed in Table I of the Fact Sheet from which the permit
monitoring requirements are derived.

The Fact Sheet should specifically identify EPA's source, or sources, of other "salient
data." In addition, the Fact Sheet should identify the methodology used by the EPA to determine
average concentrations for the listed parameters for which some of the data results were below
the MAL.

EPA Response I-AI: In addition to the information included in application
Form 2A, data identified as "salienl data" in the Facl Sheet, Section X,
"Effluent Characreristics", was pollutanl data EPA requested an olher
pollutants thal were nol on the Form 2A. These other pollutants are unique to
Texas llQS, not included on Form 2A. The dara was provided by the applicant
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infour e-mails identifed in Section XV, Part D, " Letters/Memoranda/Records
of Communication, Elc.

Regarding lhe melhodologt EPA uses to determine average concenlralions
when some data are below the Minimum Analytical Level (MAL), and olhers
above the MAL, the process is to take one-half the MAL for those
concentrations shown as below lhe MAL and calculate a geometric mean using
the olher concentrations for lhose samples above the MAL. However, the
listing of pollutant averages and maximums listed irt Section X, " Efiluent

' 
Characteristics " of the fact sheet were taken directly from the document
"Summary of Data Usedfor Report 3510-2A", provided by the applicant as
part of its application package

B. Dissolved Oxvsen Limit (Draft Permit Part l.ltem A.l at p. l; Parl I ltem L.2 al p, 4;
Fact Sheet at pgs. 2, 8)

Comment: The Draft Permit imposes a new DO limit of 6.0 mg/L wilh a three month
compliance period. The Fact Sheet justifies this increase based on modeling performed by
TCEQ in 2000, the resuhs of which are contained in an October 5, 2000 memorandum from
Charles Marshall. The Fact Sheet states that although the TCEQ modeled for both Outfall 001
and 002 with regard to SJRA's discharge, EPA uses the "most stringent" set oi DO models for
permitting purposes. The currenl 1989 NPDES Permit contains a 4.0 mglL DO limit.' The Fact
Sheet also notes that a three month compliance period is adequate because the data SJRA
submitted in its Application demonstrate it can meet the more stringent DO limit now.

The October 5, 2000 modeling memorandum was prepared in order to identify the
appropriate effluent set applicable to each outfall associated with SJRA's discharge-Outfall
001 in Panther Branch or Outiall 002 into Lake "B," the upper portion of Harrison Lake' The
memorandum provides the results for three possible effluent sets for Outfall 001 and two
possible effluent sets for Outfall 002. With regard to Outfall 002, the memorandum adopts a
presurned DO criterion of 5.0 mg/L for Harrison Lake and concludes that an effluent set
containing a DO limit of 5.0 mg/L is sufficient to maintain this criterion.

For Outfall 001, the memorandum adopts a presumed DO criterion of 5 0 mg/L for
Panther Branch and conclu.des thal an emuent set containing a DO Iimit of 6.0 mg/L is necessary
to maintain this criterion. However, the memorandum fails to recognize that the portion of
Panther Branch into which SJRA discharges from Outfall 001 is the subject of a site-specific
criterlon in Appendix D of the TSWQS.z The TSwqS adopt a site-specific DO criterion of 4'0
mg/L for Panther Branch from its confluence with Spring Creek uPstream 10 the dam that
impounds Lale Woodlands. As shown in the memomndum, any one of the effluent sets
modeled for Outfall 001 meet the site specific criterion for this portion of Panther Branch'
including the set containing a DO limit of 4.0 m/L. Indeed, the final permit issued by TCEQ

'  1989 NPDES Permi r  a tp .2o fPa l t l .
' 30TlC g 3ol.lo, Appendix D,
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includes a DO limit of 4.0 mg/L.r EPA should not impose a permit limit based on the
application ofan incorrect water quality criterion.

lf EPA retains the increased Do limit of 6.0 mg/L despite these comments and the use of
an incorrect water quality crilerion, it should at least include a compliance period greater than
three months. lt is not coffect to assume that because WWTP No.l can meet a 6-0 rng/L DO
limit now, that it will still be capable of doing so in its current configuration as flows at the

facility increase. The facility is currently operating at approximately 47Yo of its design capacity.

SJRA needs additional time 10 study what impact an increased DO limit will have on the system
and identify and implement any necessary changes to ensure that this new limit will be
mainlained at higher flows.

In addition, a separate DO limit for Outfatl 002 should be maintained since a different
water quality criterion applies to this discharge- The Fact Sheet provides no justification for
EPA,s use ofthe "most stringent set" ofDO models for permitting purposes. There is no reason
why separate DO limits may not be applied to Outfalls 001 and 002.

Recommendation: Modify the DO limit for Outfall 001 from 6'0 mg/L to 4'0 mg/L'
lnclude a separate DO limit for Outfall 002 of 5.0 mg/L. See Proposed Limitations and
Monitoring Requirements Table at Attachment A. If the increased DO limit of 6.0 mg/L is
maintained, provide a compliance period of one year to.allow sufficient time to identify and
implement any facility changes.

EPA Response 2-81: The DO limit for Outfall 001 in the drafi permit was
established at 6.0 mg/l based on information in the Texas water quality
management plan (IVQMP) provided by the State. Upon further review a more
recent WOMP update was identifed. Based on this new information the
corrected DO limit for Outfall 00t is 4.0ng/ and the limitationfor Outfall 002
is maihtained at 5.0 mg/I. The fnal permit will reflect that the DO for Outfall
001 shatl be 4.0 ng/l and for Outfal! 002, the DO limitation shall be 5.0 mg/I.

C. E. coti Limit (Draft Permit Part I Item A.l at p. l; Part I Item A.2 at p.4i Fact Sheet at
pgs .2 ,  7 ,9 )

Comment: The Draft Permit includes a new limit for E. coli. The permit limit tables at
Part I pages I and 4 specify a "30-Day Avg." limit of 394 cfu per 100 ml and a "Daily Max"
limit of 126 cfu per 100 ml. Page 7 ofthe Fact Sheet notes that Segment 1008 has established
numeric criteria forE. coli and states that this criteria is included as the limit in the Draft Permit.
Page 7 states that the facility, in the past, has been required to provide for bacteria control. Page
9 ofthe Fact Sheet states that Segment 1008 is listed on the 2004 Texas 303(d) List for bacteria.

As described in the Application, WWTP No. I disinfects the treated effluent prior to
discharge to Panlher Branch.a 

- 
in accordance with both the 1989 NPDES Permit and the State

Permit for the facility, the treated effluent maintains a minimum of 1.0 mgll of TRC for 20

] State Permit at o.2ltem 6.
I Application at 24, at p.6 of2l and Attachment 5.
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minutes (at peak flow) prior to dechlorination.j This minimum chlorine residual and detention
time are accepted treatment practices for waslewater. Based on data provided in the Application,
the geometric mean for fecal coliform in the effluent is less than l5 cfu per 100 ml,o indicating
that the disinfection process is effective.

The lact that Segment 1008 has specific criteria for bacteria assigned to it by the TSWQS
does not, in and of itself, automatically require the implementation of an effluent limit for tne
same palameter. The TSWQS states lhat the geometric mean of E. coli should not exceed 126
cfu per 100 ml and the maximum single-sample concentration of E. coli should not exceed J94
cfu per 100 ml for all water bodies designated for contact recrealion uses (not just Segment
1008).7 However, TCEQ does not impose permit limits for bacteria on facilities that disinfect
using chlorine (such as WWTP No. l). No TPDES permit for a facility that achieves
disinfection using chlorine requires E. coli monitoring or contains an E, coli limitation." Only
facilities that disinfect with ultraviolet lamps are required to test for bacteria.v Therefore, there is
no factual or legal basis for the simple conversion ofthe numeric criteria./standard for E. coli into
a permit limit.

The inclusion of Segment 1008 on the 2004 Texas 303(d) List does not mandate that
bacteria limits be included in permits issued to.facilities that discharge to that segment- The IP
states that emuents that are disinfected prior to discharge are unlikely to result in degradation of
the receiving waterbody due to increased loading of recreational indicator bacteria '"

Accordingly, TCEQ does not include bacteria limits in perrnits based on 303(d) listing for
bacteria. EPA has provided no information or analysis in ihe Fact Sheet explaining how the
proposed E. coli limit for WWTP No. I is necessary to maintain this criterion.

Page 7 of lhe Fact Sheet is unclear regarding the slatement that the facility "has in the
past been required to provide for bacteria control." If this is in reference to the requiremenl to
disinfect, then this is a requirement of all mechanical wastewater treatment plants, but does not
address why a coliform limit is needed in addition to disinfection by chlorination. If the
statemenl refers to some other issue with bacteria. SJRA is unaware of what that issue could be
Neither the 1989 NPDES Permit nor the State Permit contains an E. coli limit.

Neither srate policy nor hisloric practices of EPA require an E. coli limit. Therefore, it
should be removed.

Recommendation: The following modifications should be made to the Draft Permit:

. The E. coli limit should be removed.

t t989 NPDES Permit at p. 2 ofPart t; Statc Permit at p. 2.
6 Applic.ation at Attachment 3. Fecal coliform concentrations in the three tests condqcted for the APplication were
<lti i fu per 100 ml, 32 cfu per 100 ml, and <10 cfu per 100 ml. lf l0 cfu per 100 mt is used as a conservative valuc

for the two less-than results, the geometric mean ofthese three tests is 14.74 cfu per 100 ml.
' 3o rAc a07.7(bXlXAXD.
B Telephone conversation with Firoj Vahora, TCEQ (R. Hunt; February 5, 2007)
e Telephone conversation with Firoj Vahora, TCEQ (R. Hunt; February 5, 2007).
ro tP at D.3l: third bultct in l ist.



. The following language should be used in lieu ofthe E coli limit:

"The effluent shall contain a total residual chlorine (TRC) ofat least l'0 mg/L,
prior to final dechlorination and disposal, after a detention time of at leasl 20
;inutes (based on peak flow). The TRC in the chlorinated effluent shall be

monitored daily by grab sample."

o However, if the E. coli limit is maintained in the final permit, the 30-Day Average
limit and the Daily Maximum limits should be corrected. The Daily Maximum
should be 394 cfu per .100 ml and the 3O-Daily Average should be 126 cfu per 

'100

ml. These values are switched in the effluent limit tables on pages I and 4 of the
Draft Permit.

These changes are reflected in the Proposed Limitations and Monitoring Requirements
Table at Attachment A

EPA Response 3-CI : EPA does not concur with the request for the removal of
E. coli bacteria limits. The commenter references the State [mplementation
Procedures (lP) document in support of their argument- The IP is nol a stste
water quality standard, but rather, a non-binding, non-re\ulatory guidance
documenl. See IP at page 2 (stating that "this is a guidance document and
should not be interpreted as a replacement to the rules. The Texas Surface
Water Suality Standards may be found in 30 Texas Administrative Code (fAC)

Sections ($il 307.1-.10.). EPA does not consider the IP lo be a new or
revised water qualiry standard and has never approved it as such' EPA did
contrnenl on and conditionally "approve" the IP as part of the Continuing
Planning Process required under 40 CFR $130.5(c) and the Memorandum of
Agreemint beween TNRCC and EPA, but this does not constit te approval of
rie IP as a water quality standard under CWA section 303(c). Theiefore, EPA
is not bound by lhe IP alone in estafilishing bacteria |imits in this permit - but
rather, must ensure that the bacteria limits are cofisistent with the EPA-
approved state water quality standards. Were a permit has been federalized,
EPA does attempl to follow Slale IPs in determining bacteria limits - but only
to the extent that the IP is consistent with EPA-approved state water quality
standards.

As you have noted, the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ)
has historically included a minimum chlorine residual limit (l mg/Lfor at leasl
a 20 minute cofttact time) in these permits, bul has nol included monitoring
requirements or water quality effluent limits to verifi that State water quality
standards for bacteria are being meL It is true thal EPA used a similar
approach in Texas prior to the State's aulhorization for implementation of the
NPDES program in 1998. However, as we have discussed, EPA believes this
historical practice is not in keeping with the requirements of the Clean Water
Act (CWA and 40 CFR Part | 22-



EPA does not disagree with TCEQ's use of chlorination as a means of
disinfecrion. We beliew thot chlorination is an effeclive means of elifiinoting
bacteria from municipal waste n)ater. Neither do we disagree with the Srate's
use of a maximum chlorine residual limit to ensure that chloribe is not
discharged in lreated waste water in loxic amounts. Our concern involves lhe
use of this minimum chlorine residual limil as a "surrogale" for bacteria
moniloring and limits in assessing whelher bacteria discharges have been
controlled as slringently as necessary to meel waler quality standards, as
required by 40 CFR 122.44(d)(l).

Under 40 CFR 5122.44, NPDES permits are required to include not only
technologt-based efluent limits, but also any more slringenl requirements
necessary to " fa]chieve water qualtty standards established under section 303
of the CWA, including State narrative criteria for water quality." (40 CFR

9122.44(d)(lr. Under this provision, Iimitations must control I pollutants
that "are or may be discharged al a level which will couse, hdve the
reasonable potential to cause, or conlribute to an excursion above any SIale
\a)ater quality slandard, including Slale navative criteria for water qualily."
4A CFR S 12 2.44(d)(l )(i) (emphasis added). Also, pursuant to 40 CFR
122.4 4(d)( 1)(iii), if it is determined "that a discharge causes, has the
reasonable potenlial to cause, or contribules to an in-stream excursion above
the allowable ambient concenlration of a State numeric crileria wilhin a State
u'aler quality standard for an individual pollura , the permit musl conlain
eflluent limits for that pollutant."

Texas hos established numerical water quality standards for bacleria in Texas
waters. The Texas Standards for freslrwater conlact and no conlact
recreation uses the geometric mean of E. coli should nol exceed 126 per 100
ml for contact recreation (single samples of E. coli sho ld not exceed 394 per
100 ml) and 605 per 100 ml for noneontact recreation.

Because municipal waste water treatment facilities receive primarily domestic
sewage from residenlial and commercial customers, the waste stream from
these facilities will nalurally include large amounts of bacteris. As discussed
above, the waste water is lreated with chlorine in an ellort to remove bdcteria
to an acceplable level. However, if treatment is inadequate or unsuccessful,
(e.g., through operator error or olher operational issues) wqste flater may be
discharged containing levels of bacleria that are no! controlled as stinge ly
as necessary lo meet Texas u/aler quality standards. As a result, EPA believes
40 CFR 5122.44(d) requires NPDES permits for municipal woste waler
treatment facilities to include moniloring requircments and water quality
based bacteriu limits to ensure bacleria discharges are controlled as
stringently os necessary to meet State v,aler quality standards. Although the
minimum chlorine residual limit currenlly used by TCEQ provides evidence
that chlorine was used to disinfect lhe waste water, il does not provide any
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concrete information on whether the disinfecrioh was suffcient to control
discharges of bacteria ai stingently as necessary to tueet waler quality
standards as required by the federal regulations.

Again, as nated above, EPA does not disagree lhat chlorinalion is generally an
effective means of bacteria eliminalion. However, ir is nol foolproof. EPA has
documented numerous examples of bacteria violations al waste water facilities
that disinfect with chlorine. For inslance, data from EPA's Permit
Compliance Systen (PCS) indicales al least 30 Publicly Owned Treatment
Worlrs (POTWi in New Mexico and 85 in Oklahoma have reporled bacteria
violations in the last 5 years, despite the fact thal lhese facilities use chlorine

for disinfection.

In drafting the permit EPA relied on the regulations found in 40 CFR

I122.44(d)( t)(i) through (iii), to establish limitations fot E- coli bacteria, as
lhis is the only direct method lo determine compliance with lhe Slate 'yOS.
The preomble lo the above regttlations clearly establishes the inlenl of the
regulation: "Today's regulalions do not allow the permiuing aulhority to use
indicator parameters undbr paragraphs (d)(l) (iii) and (iv)- Indicator
parameters may not be used to develop eftIuent limitations under these
paragraphs because, under these paragraphs, ahe state has promulgated a
numeric criterion for the pollutant of concern. Such a numeric criterion
represents a stale's afrrmative decision with resPect lo lhe maximum
allowable dmbient concentralion for the pollutant. If paragraphs (d)(l) (iii)
and (iv) provided for the use of indicator parameterc, such provisions could

fruslrate lhe slale's efforls to promulSate and implement u'ater quality
slandards. EPA is limiling the use of indicator parameters Io paragraph
(d)(1)(vi) because lhis paragraph is intended as an interim measure employed
in the absence of a state numeric criterion for the pollutant of concem, and
because EPA seeks to allow the states fexibility to interpret lheir narrative
water quality criteria." (See 54 Fed. Reg. 23868, 23878 (June 2' 1989)-
Furthermore, the facl sheet staled ftat this receiving waler body is a Section
i0i(d) listed stream impaired for bacteria concerns, and establishing a
Iimitation for E. coli bacteria is the only way to Suarantee compliance with
the listed pollutant. The permit trill maintain the permit limitations for E. coli
bacteria.

EPA does concur in thal a typographical error was nade in switching the 30-
day average and daily mmimum limitations between the fact sheet and the
draft permit. EPA will correc! this typographical effor in the fnal permit- The

final permit will show the daily maximum limitation of 394 cfu per 100 ml and
the 30-day average of 126 cfu per 100 nl.
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D. Reporting Requirement for Nitrate-Nitrogen and Dibromochloromethane (Draft
Permit Part I Item A.l at p. 2; Part I ltem A-2 at p. 4; Fact Sheet pgs. 2, 7; Fact Sheet at
Appendix A)

Comment: The Draft Permit requires monitoring for nitrate-nitrogen and
dibromochloromethane. Page 7 ofthe Fact Sheet siates that the effluent data provided by SJRA
for these parameters exceeds 7004 of the daily average effluent limits delermined necessary lo
maintain TSWQS, thereby mandating a report requirement. The Fact Sheet explains that the
calculation of the daily average e{fluent limlts for nitrate-nitrogen and dibromochloromethane
were based on critical conditions provided by the TCEQ Water Quality Assessment Section and
the use ofTEXTOX Menu 3 wilh a 7Q2 of 2.2 cfs and a harmonic mean flow of4.l7 cfs. These
flows apply 10 Panther Branch. This information is also contained in Appendix A of the Fact
Sheet.

EPA has incorrectly applied human health criteria to Panther Branch, which,is not a
classified segment with a designated public water supply use according to lhe TSWQS." In the
TSWQS, Human Health Criteria from Table 3 only apply to water bodies used as a public water
supply. Because the water quality standards for nitrate-nitrogen and dibromobhloromethane are
human health standards applicable to segments with a designated use as a public water supply' it
is inappropriate to apply the criteria to Panther Branch and use Panther Branch critical conditions
in the development of the wate! quality based effluent limits.l2 However, if EPA wishes to
evaluate the potential impact of wwTP No. I on Spring Creek, the TEXTOX analysis should be
rerun using the appropriate flow values for Spring Creek. Enclosed is a revised TEXTOX
analysis at Attachment B, which uses the correct flow conditions for Spring Creek. As is
indicated in this conected analysis, the daily average effluent limit for nitrate-nitrogen is 64
mg/L and the daily average effluent limit for dibromochloromethane is 59 ug/L. The Fact Sheet
(Table I on page 3) states that tbe average concentration of nitrate-nitrogen in the effluent is 15.4
mgil, which is approximately 24Yo of the daily average limit for nitrate-nitrogen. Table I also
reports that the average concentration of dibromochloromethane is 7.85 ug/L, which is
approximately 13% of the daily average limit for dibromochloromethane Clearly, lhe
concentrations of these compounds in the e{fluent are well below 70% of the daily average
limits. A reporting iequirement is, therefore, notjustified-

Recommendation: The monitoring requirements for dibromochloromethane and nitrate-
nitrogen should be removed from the Draft Permit; and the Fact Sheet should be revised
accordingly.

EPA Response (-DI: EPA concurs with the request lo eliminate "Report"
monitoring for nitrati-nitrogen and dibromochloromethane from the fnal
permit.

rr Panther Branch is an unclassified perennial stream with an assigned Intermediate aquatic life use. 30 TAC $
30?.l0(4), Appendix D.
r2 See TSWQS discussing application of human health criteria, including specific criteria for nittate-nitrogen and

dibromochloromethane, to freshwalers .designated as public water supplies at 30 TAC S 107.6(aX3). See also' JQ

rAc $$ r07.6(dX2XA); 307.4(d).
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IJpon review of the comment by SJM, EPA agrees with the conclusion made
by rhe commenler that EPA had made a technical effor in using drinking
water as a designaled use al Panlher Branch. The criteria applicable to
Panther Branch are human health criteria for consumption offresh water fish
in addition to criteria for aqualic life protection. During this review' EPA
consulted with the TCEO II.QAS, requesting a verifcation of the flow data
used in the calculations. The dota that the IVOAS provided EPA for the draft
permit was the dota sel on fle for lhe stream segment as of September 2I'
2000. That data was based on a single flow dats point, 2.2 cfs 7Q2 for
Panlher Branch and a harmonic mean of 4.17 cfs. More recent Jlor4r datd was
provided by the IIQAS in an e-mail dated February 27, 2007. The newer JIow
data increased lhe 7Q2 to 5.32 cfs and the harmonic mean increased to I1.43
cfs. The revked llow dala has resulted in a change in the critical dilulionfrom
B5t% efiluent to 69%o eflluent. This JIow data wds used to update TEXTOX
Menu 3, shown as an auachment as SJRA Run #1. Run #1 shows the impacr of
the discharge from Outfall 001 to Panther Branch, lo which human health
criteria far consumplion offish appty, in addition to dquotic Iift criteria. The
WQAS also provided low data to evaluale human health criteria for
consumption af woter andrtshfor the impact to Spring Creeh which is within
j-miles of Outfall 001. The WQAS provided the human health hatmonic flow
for Spring Creek of 29.)2.cfs. TEXTOX SJM Run #2 is Menu 3 for this impact
and. is also included as an allachtuenl- The most stringent limit derived from
the two runs is used b assess permil limilalions.

The /ollowing tabulation reJlects Run's #.1 and 2 daily average eflIuent limits

fo r n itrat e- ni trogen and d i b ro mochl oro me t hane.
'Pollutant

Nilrate-Nitrogen
Dibromochloromethane

Run#l Run #2
N/A 46.6 mg/l
I9I ug/l 43 ug/l

The most stringen! limit based on the turo TEXTOX runs would be 46-6 mg/l
nitrate-nitrogen and 43 ug/l for dibromochloromethane. The fact sheet stated
that the average concdntralion of nitrate-nitrc4en is 15 4 mg/I, which is 33
percent of the daily average limit. The fact sheet showed that the. dverage
concenlrarion of dibromochloromelhane is 7.85 ug/I, or l8 percent of the daily
overage limit. Based on this updated analysis, EPA agrees lo remove "Report"
reguirements from the fnal permil for nitrate-nitrogen and
di bromoc hlo rom e t hane.

E. Reoortine for Total Conper. (Draft Permit Part I Item A.l at p. 2; Part I Item A.2 at p'
4; Fact Sheet at pgs.2,7, Fact Sheet Appendix A)

Comment: The Draft Permit requires monitoring for total copper. Page 7 of the Fact
Sheet states that the data provided by SJRA indicate that the concentration oftotal copper in the
effluent exceeds 70% of the daily average effluent limit necessary to maintain TSWQS, thereby
mandating a monitoring requirement. The Fact Sheet explains that the EPA permit writer used
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BPJ in establishing the report requirement and based his decision on the fact that SJRA's
effluent data contained a single value exceeding this 70% tfueshold.

The Fact Sheet idenlihes the IP as a basis for the conrents of the Draft Permit' The IP
drafted by TCEQ establishes the procedures and methods by which the TSWQS are
implbmented thrbugh permitting. EPA-approved the lP on November 22,2002 as consistent
with NPDES permitting requirements." The IP clearly provides that, in establishing water
quafity based effluent limits and monitoring requirements, rhe "average concenlration of the
effluent data is . . . compared to the daily average limit" and if the "average of the eflluent data
equals or exceeds 70Yo but is less than 85% of the calculated daily average limit" monitoring is
usually included as a permit condition lor the parameter ofconcern.la Page 7 of the Fact Sheet
states that EPA is replacing the clear policy established in the IP regarding use of the average
concentration of the effluent data with the BPJ of the permit writer that a single value is
sufficient to justify a monitoring requirement.

The Fact Sheet provides no justification for use ofa single value rather than the average
concentration as stated in the IP- EPn should provide sufficient justification for devialion from
the policy it previously approved as stated in the lP.

Generally, the use ofBPJ by a permit writer is only specifically authorized by the Clean
Warer Act in certain instances such as in the drafting of technology-based limits for industrial
dischargers where effluent limit guidelines are not yet available" and permit ,condilions
governing sludge disposal prior to the promulgation ofapplicable federal regulations.'' There is

no legal authorization for the permit writer to replace clear written policy with his BPJ to
establish a monitoring requirement for a water quality based piuameter based on a single data
point. Such an action is arbitrary and capricious and an.abuse of EPA's discretion.''

Recommendation: Delete the monitoring requirement lor total copper in Part I, Item A'1

^t page Z of Part I and Item A.2 at page 4 of Part L In addition, the Fact Sheet pages 2 and 7,

should be modified to remove the discussion of the copper monitoring requirement.

EPA Response F-EI: EPA does not concur wilh the removal of copper
reporting requiremenls in the permit. See EPA response 3 for applicability of
the Sture IP. Regulations contained in 40 CFR {122.44 (d)(l)(i) state that
"Limitations must control all pollutants or pollutant paramelers (either
convenlional, nonconventional, or toxic pollutants) which the Direclor
determines are or may be discharged at a level which will cause' have the
reasonable potential lo cause, or conlribule to an excursion above any Stale
water quality standard, including Slate narrative crileria for water quality."
Furrher, 40 CFR 9122.44 (d)(l)(ii) specifies that the permitting authority shall

' '  IP  a t  p -  l .
' '  IP ar p. 83.
' '  33 U.S.C.A. 5 134z(aXlXB)i 40 CFR $ 125.31 see also EPA NPDES Permit Writers' Manual at p. 68 (only

discusses the use ofBPJ in the context oftechnology based limits for industrial dischargers).
'u  33  u .s .c .A .  $  1345(dX4) .
' '  5 rJ.s.c.A. g ?06(2XA) (2004).



use procedures which account for the variability of the pollutant or pollutanl
parameter in the efrluent. The copper concentralion data provided in the
application had one reported value of I 2.6 ug/I, and wo additional dala poinls
reported below the 10 ug/l MAL. This limited data set u)as over a period ofjust
six days; May 5, 2006, through May I I, 2006. The data shows that even over
this shorl span lhere is demonslrated variability in the copper eflluenl
concenlrations.

The arnched revised flow TEXTOX Run #l show's that copper limits would be
established for effuint concentrations that exceeded la.9l7 ug/l {'/sing 6nly
Ihe slates lP as guidance, the pollutant would have a " Repor!" requirement if
the efrluenl concenlration were 12.284 ug/l or greater- EPA believes that
based on the concentrations of copper and the demonstrated variability in lhe
efiluent, that a "Report" requiremenl for copper is warranted. This
requirement is retained in thefnal permit.
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II. PROCEDURAL SAMPLING, REPORTING,
AND RECORD.KEEPING REQUIREMENTS

A. Composite Samolins Requirements (Draft Permit Part I ltem A.l at pgs. l-2; Part I
Item A.2 at p. 4; Part III Item F.22.d at p. l0)

Comment: The Draft Permit requires l2-hour, flow-weighted, composite samples for
CBOD, TSS, and Ammonia Nitrogen analyses. The permit later defines the l2-hour composite
sample as consisting of 12 effluent portions collected no closer together than one hour. The
sampling interval is to include the highest flow periods ofthe day.

SJRA has three objections to this requirement:

o The objective ofwater quality sampling is to obtain samples that are representative of
the effluent being produced. Results based on l2-hour composit
representative than results based on 24-hour composite samDles.

. SJRA's current Staie Permit also requires monitoring for CBOD, TSS, and Ammonia
Nitrogen, but using 24-hour, flow-weighted composite samples. In addition, the
Draft Permil requires 24-hour, flow-weighted composite samples for WET tests. It is

composile samples.

. The required sampling reqime is umecessarily restrictive in two respecls:

l. The objective ofthe sampling is to obtain a represenlative' flow-weighted
sample over the sampling period' This can be achieved by collecting
samples at equal time intervals and varying the volume of each sample
based on the flow at the time of lhe sample lt can also be achieved by
collecting equal-volume samples at time intervals Proportional to flow'
Automalic samplers can be programmed to collect flow-weighted
composite samples using the second method. The second method is the
method used by SJRA. Ar wwTP No. l, the frequency of sampling is
proportional to flow in the plant. Each individual sample consists of a set
volume. The interval of time between samples varies according to flow'
The interval ii shoner drrring higher flow periods and longer during lower
flow periods. The current procedure for collecting composite samples was
established in consullation with EPA compliance inspectors in April 2005'
However, this sampling melhod would not be allowed under the
provisions of the Draft Permit.

2. It is physically impractical to adhere strictly to the requirement to collect
12 samples no closer than one hour apart during a l2-hour period, if
interpreted literalty. Time is required to collect each sample so the time
between the end of one sampling event and the beginning of the next



sampling event will always be less than 60 minutes. In addition' it is not
practical for the operational staff to collect each sample exactly 60
mlnutes apan.

The State Permit provides a more flexible definition of the sampling requirement lt
defines the required composire sample as a sample made up of a minimum of three eifluent
portions collected no closer than two hours apart in a continuous 24-hour period, combined in
volumes proportional to flow.rE This is a better approach than the approach in the Draft Permit-

Recommendatlon: The Draft Permit should be revised tb require 24-hour composite
sampling for these parameters. The Draft Permit should use a definition of 24-hour composite
sample that is consistent with the definition provided in the State Permit.

If l2-hour composites are to be required, the definition of l2-hour composite should be
modified to read as follows:

"I2-HOUR COMPOSITE SAMPLE consists of a minimum of three effluent
portions collected no closer rogether than two hours and composited according to
flow. The daily. sampling intewals shall include the highest flow periods."

EPA Response 6'AI: The NPDES ond State permits are independent of each
other. The NPDES permit may be adopted by the State, but the State permit
was not approvable by EPA, which is the reason EPA is issuing this permit-
However, on this specifc requirement, EPA concurs with the requested change
to 24-hour composite sampling for CBOD, TSS and ammonia-nitiogen. The

final permit will show 24-hour composite samples wilh a ,fiinimum of 12
efJluent portions collecied at equal lime intervals over the 24-hour period and
combined proportional toflow. For consislency, the fnal permit shall also use
this same 24-hour composite sample procedure for the llhole Efluent Toxicity
(W ET) s ampli ng requi rements.

B. Renorting Period and Report Due Date for the Annual Sludge Report (Draft Permit
Part I Item C.3 at p. 7)

Comment: The Draft Permit.requires an Annual Sludge Report covering the period
January I through Decembet 3l of each year. It also requires submission of this annual repod
by February l9 otthe subsequent year.

The Annual Sludge Report required by the Dtaft Permit is simllar to that required by the
State Permit. However, the reporting period required for the purposes of the State Permlt covers
a period from August t of one year to July 3l of the next. The due date fot the State Arinual
Report is Septem6er I after the: end of the period.re In order to ellminate needless time and
expense in duplicating efforts in order to meet two competing sets of reporting requirements

i3 
State Permit at D.4 l tem 3.a.

'e 
The reponing period is defined in report ing instruct ions to SJRA from the TCEQ.
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established in the Draft Permit and the Slate Permit (and even requiring duplicate sampling in
some instances), these requirements should be revised so they are consistent with Stat€ Permil
requirements.

Recommendation: Modify the Draft Permit to require the reporting period for thg
Annual Sludge Report to cover a period ofAugust I to the lollowing Ju)y 31. The due date for
the Annual Sludge Report should be changed to September 1 following the end of the reporting
period.

EPA Response 7-BI: EPA concurs with the change in the sludge reporl dale.
The final permit will show a due date of September I with the reporting
period of August I to July 3 I.

During a review of the permit regarding lhis commen4 EFA determined that

the version of the sludge language as shown in Patt IV of the draJi permit
was incorrect. Part IY of the draft permit documenl inadvertently included
sludge reporting requiremenls for an EPA minor facility. The Part IV sludge
language has been cotected in the final permit to reflect the requirements of
a major facility along with the change to the sludge report dale requested by
the ippitcant. The correclion of this error will nol add any additional
burden to the permittee as they are already meeting lhese requirements as
part of their state permit and can submit one report to each authority.

C. DMR as Evidence of Violation (Draft Permit Part I Iiem C.5 at p.7)

Comment: The Draft Permit states that any 30-day average, 7-day average' or d^aily

rnu*i-u* u"ltr*"ported in the required Diicharge Monitoring Report which is in excess of the

specified effluent limitation shall ctnstitute evidence of violation of such effluent limitation and

of the permit.

This language exceeds EPA's authority in that it attempts lo pre-determine _the 
legal

weight given to information contained in DMRs prioi to the commencement of. an enforcemenl

action oi litigation. EPA does not have the statutory authority to predetermine the admissibility

of evidence outside the scope ofajudicial determination.

Recommendation: Part I ltem C.5 should be deleted from the Draft Permit'

EPA Response 8 -C1: EPA disagrees. The applicable EPA regulations are

lound at;

40 CFR Part IZ2.4l(a) "Duty to comply The permittee must comply with

all conditions of this permit. Any permir noncompliance conslitutes a
violation of the Clean Water Act and is grounds for enforcement aclion: for\
permit termination, revocalion and reissuance' or modirtca on: or denial of a
permit renewal applicatictn. " and;
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40 cFR Part 122.41()(4)(i) and (ii) -

(4\ Monitoing reports. Monitoring results shall be reported at the
inteNals specified elsewhere in this permit.

(i) Monitoring results must be re:ported on a Discharge Monitoring
Report (DMR) or forms provided or specified by the Director for reporting
results of monitoring of sludge use or disposal practices.

(ii) If the permittee monitors any pollutant more frequently than
required by the permit using test procedures approved under.4o CFR part
136 or, in the case of sludge use or disposal, approved under 40 cFR part
136 unless otherwise specified in 40 cFR part 5o3, or as specified in the
permit, the results of this monitoring sha be included in the calculation
and reporting of the data submitted in the DMR or sludge reportinq form
specified by the Director.

In addition the following language has been included in the final permit'.

"Any 30-daY average) 7-day average or daily maximum that is m excess
of the effluent limitation specified in Part I A may constitute evidence of a
violation of such effluent limitation and of this permit and must be
reported in the required Discharge Monitoring Report, The Discharge
Monitoring Report may be.used as evidence of such violation in an
en forcement proceeding. "

D. Samnling Frequencv for Certain Pollutants (Draft Permit Part I ltem A.l at pgs. 2-3,
note 9; Part I Item A.2 at pgs. 4-5, note 8; Fact Sheet at p. l2)

Comment: The Drafl Permit calls for twice monthly testing for total copper,

dibromochloromethane, and nitrate-nitrogen, with samples taken at least l0 days apart.

If the monitoring requirements for these parameters are retained despite the comments at

Sections I.D and LE, they should be modified. The lO-day minimum separation time between
samples is too restrictive for the.proposed frequency of testing. A minimum separation of five

days between samples would allow sufficient time ior SJRA to re-sample, in case of equipment
malfunction, laboratory error or shipping problems, but would still provide a good temporal
distribution of samples.

Recommendation: Modify the Draft Permit to require a minimum separation betvr'een

rurpt"Jof fi* d^yt

EPA Response 9-DI: EPA does nol concur with the request to change the
separation between samples to five days. EPA notes that previously in EPA
Response 4D-1, EPA agreed lo eliminale reporling requiremenls for
dibromochloromelhane and nitrate-nitrogen, so lhis comment now only
pertains to total copper. EPA'I intenl for the twice per month sample
requirement was lo obtain representorine sampling for the pollutanl of
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concern. After careful consideration of the comment EPA has decided to adopl
an alternative approach thal wilt address both EPA's concerns and thcse
presented by the commenler. The final permit will require a sampling

frequency for lotal copper of once per two-weeks.

E. Flow Measurement Requirement (Draft Permit Part I Item A.l at p. 2; Part Item A.2 at
p.  4)

Comment: The Draft Permit requires daily, instantan€ous flow measurements.

The Draft Permit does not define "instantaneous" as it pertains to flow measurements,
and use of the term is not consistent with the parameter. The State Permit requires flow lo be
measured continuously, using a totalizing meter.z0 In addition, the 1989 NPDES Permit requires
continuous measurement of flow using a totalizing-meter."' TCEQ regulations also require use
of a totalizing meter for a facility of this size." Continuous flow measurernents using a
lotalizing meter are more representative ofplant operalions.

Recommendation: Modify the Draft Permit to require continuous flow measurement
using a totalizing meter-

EPA Response l0-E1: EPA concurs wilh the request and the final permit will
show "continuous " J'low measuremenls.

F. Temperature Requirement for WET Samples (Draft Pennit Part II Ilem D.2'd iii, p. 6)

Comment: The Draft Permit states that effluent samples for WET tests should be chilled
to 4"C.

EPA guidance on WET testing protocol now provides that samples should be chilled
from OoC to 6"C. "

Recommendation: Modify the reference in the Draft Permit to reflect current EPA
guidance on this issue,

EPA Response lI-FI: EPA concurs and has revised the permil language.

G. Notice for Listed Conditions (Draft Permit Part II ltem C.3 al p. 2)

Comment: The Draft Permil requires that "adequate nolice" be provided
introduction of pollutants from certain indirect dischaigers, and any substantial change
volume or character of pollutants.

20 state P€rmit at D. 2 ttem L
tr 1989 NPDES Permit, at p, 2 ofPart I, Section A.
' :o  tec  $  3  r9 .9  {Tabte  t ) -
2r Chronic Freshwater Guidance at p. 31, Section 8,5,l.

of the
in the
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This requirement is vague in that it fails to specify to whom notice should be given.

Recommendation: Modifo the Draft Permit to provide that notice of the introduction of
pollutants from certain indirect dischargers and any substantial change in the volume or character
ofpollutants be given to the "Director" as provided in 40 $ CFR 122.42(b)(2).

EPA Response 12-G1: The commenl is correct: inJbrmation should be senl to
the Director. Part !lI, Section D, sub-section 4 of the permit directs the
permitlee to send reporls, DMRs, leuers, ll'ET analyses and/or interpretations
and/or other communicalions to the Compliance Assurance and Enforcement
Division. No permit changes are necessary as a result of this comment.

H. Reportine Toxicitv Results (Draft Permit Part II Items D.3.c.i.A and D'3'c'ii.A at p. 8)

Comment: Permit provisions regarding reporting of WET test results stipulate coding on
the discharge monitoring report according to whether the Fathead Minnow or C dzDra NOEC is
less than the critical dilution.

These items should be clarified so that they relate to.lethal toxicity only.

Recommendation: Modify the Draft Permit to add the word "lethal" before "loxicity" in
Part II ltems D.3.c.i.A and D.3.c.ii.A.

EPA Response I3-HI: EPA disagrees. The permit limits for WET were
established on the basis of test data indicating that reasonable potential exists

for the efiluent discharged from this facility to cause or conlribute lo an
exceedance of the State's narrative criteria for the plolection of aquatic life.
The State of Texas water qualiry standards identify both lethal and sublethal
effects, specifically including growth and reproduction, as being protected by
its narrative criterion. The permit must ensure compliance vilh all State water
quality standards, therefore must proted against both lethal and sub-lethal
effects, not just lethal effects.

I. Reportins for Monitorinq More Frequentlv than Required (Draft Permit Part III,
Item 5 at p. 5)

Comment: The Draft Permit states that if monitoring is done more frequently than
required by the permit, using authorized test procedures, the tesults must be reported with the
DMR.

The State Permit states that if the permittee monitors any pollutant at the locations
designated in the permit more frequently than requited by the permit, the results must be
included in calculations and must be repcrted on approved self-reporting forms.'- This is
appropriate since eompliance can only be determined on measurements of wastewaler quality at

'o State Permit at p. 5 ltem 4.
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the compliance point. For example, the results of a TSS analysis taken on samples of wastewater
c.ollected before and after the filters for the purposes of reviewing filter efficiency could
technically be required to be reported under the current draft permit language but would be
meaningless for the purposes of permit compliance. lt should be clarified that reporting of
additional monitoring is only applicable lor sampling at the designated point ofcompliance.

Recommendation: The first sentence of this requirement should be modified to read as
follows:

"If the permittee monitors any pollutant at the Point of compliance with the
monitoring requirements more frequently than required by this permit.. . "

EPA Response 14J1: EPA does not concur with lhe request. The laiguage in
Part III referenced in this comment is directly from 40 CFR f122.41(I)(4)(ii)'
"If lhe permiltee monitors any pollutant more frequently than required by the
permit using lest procedures approved under 40 CFR Part 136..,." The
phrase, "...at the point of compliance..." is not included in the Federal
Regulation- No changes were made to the fnal permit based on this commenL

J, Reportine of Violations of Discharse Limitations (Draft Permit Part II Item Aatp' l)

Comment: Part II.A of the Draft Permit requires the Permittee to orally report effluent
limit violations for E. coli and TRC to EPA within 24 hours, citing to the provisions of Part
III.D.7 of the Draft Permit. Part III.D.7 of the Draft Permit requires 24 hour reporting for
noncompliance which "may endanger health or the enviroriment."

An E. coli limit should not be imposed in the permit for the reasons discussed in Section
I.C and reference to it should be deleted from this section. In addition, the intire Part II.A
should be deleted even if the E. coli limit is retained because it is unnecessary and overly
burdensome. It is possible to have a minor exceedance of an E, coli or TRC limit that does not
endanger human health or the environment. Federal regulations at 40 CFR $ l22.al(lX6) and
Part III.D.7 of the Draft Permit, which are referenced in Part II.A, only require 24 hour oral
notification for an exceedance that endangers health or the environment. EPA provides no basis
or justification for the proposition that every noncompliance with an E. coli or TRC limit
constitutes endangerment of human health or the environment. Without such basis or
justification, this provision should not be in the Draft Permit.

Recommendation: Delete Part ILA from lhe Draft Permit in its entirety.

' EPA Response 15-J1: EPA does not concur with this request. The language at
the heart of this requirement is regulatory, contained in 40 CFR

f122.4I (l)(6)(ii)(A-C), which states that: "the following shall be included as
idormation which must be reported within 24 hours under this paragraph"'
The.permittee shall report: "A) Any unanticipated bypass which exceeds any
eflluent limitation in the permil."; B) "Any upsel which exceeds any effluenl
limitation." and: "C) Violation of a maximum daily discharge limitation Jor
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ony pollulunts listed by the Director in the permit to be leported wilhin 24
hours." The discharge ofthe pollura s listed, E. coli and TRC nay endanger
aqualic communities and/or human health. A permitling aulhority cannot
predetermine the impact any noncompliance may have on the aqualic
community or hutian health. Thefinal permit shall have no changes made as a
resull of lhis commenl.

K. Requirement to Notifv the Texas Historical Commission and Other Sludse Record
Keepinq Requirements (Draft Permit Part ry, Element l, Section lt ltems 5.i'-k at p. 10)

Comment: The Draft Pemiit requires the permittee to provide the location of all existing
sludge disposal/use sites to the State Historical Commission. In addition, provisions in the Draft
Permit regarding studge disposal recordkeeping require the pelmittee to (i) maintain information
describing future geographical areas where sludge may be land applied; (ii) maintain information
identifying site selection criteria regarding land application sites not identified at the time of the
permit application submission; and (iii) maintain information regarding how future land
application sites will be managed.

Any sludge disposal site used by SJRA is permined by TCEQ, and to the extent that it is
required by the TCEQ, the Texas Historical Commission has already been provided notice of
such site. This requirement is unnecessary and Overly burdenscme, and should be removed from
the Draft Permit,

In addition, the Fact Sheet provides no basis for the provisions regarding information on
potential future disposal sites. It is impossible for a permittee to meet these requirements for
future, undetermined and unspecified disposal sites. These requirements, in essence, require a
permiftee to maintain records that do not exist. These requirements do not appear in federal
regulations goveming sludge disposal at 40 CFR Chapter 503. Because they create
recordkeeping requirements that are impossible to meet, these provisions should be deleted.

' Recommendation: Delete the following provisions of Part IV: Section [1.4.c; Section

. IL5.i; Section IL5j; and Section II.S.k.

EPA Response I6K1: These requirements are included as.part of EPA issued
permits to allow us to meel our obtigations on cross cutting issues including
the National Historical Preservation AcL Simply put, if lhe permittee is
proposing to include or change to locations nol included as part of the permit
application EPA is requiring notifrcation of the location, site selection criteria
and managemenl procedures to be used al lhis new location. EPA does not
consider the notiftcation proce$ an undue burden- The permit shall have no
changes made as a result ofthis comment.
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III. CORRECTION OF INFORMATION IN THE FACT SHEET,
TYPOGRAPIIICAL ERRORS, AND MINOR

LANGUAGE CLARIF'ICATION

A. Narrative Limitations Requirements (Draft Permit Part I.A at p.6)

Comment: The Diaft Permit includes narrative limitations that track the language of
applicable TSWQS. However, the language of these limitations does not, in every instance,
relate the standard back to the effluent discharge. For example, a simple statement that "Surface
waters shall be essentially free ofsenleable solids conducive to changes in flow characteristics of
stream channels or the untimely filling of surface water in the state" does not indicate that such
conditions should be the result of the discharge.

Recommendation: A statement should be added at the beginning of this section reading,
"Discharges shall be such that the following narrative siandards are maintained in the receiving
waters."

EPA Response 17-AI: EPA concurs'rsith lhe request. Part I, "Narralive
Limitations", on Page 6 of Part I, shall state, "Discharges shall be such that
lhe following nanalive standards are maintained in the receiving walers. "

B. Outfall 002 (Fact Sheet at p. 2)

Comment: The second paragraph ofsection IX ofthe Fact Sheet states that Outfall 002 is
"hui l t  but not used."

Recommendation: To avoid confusion about whether SJRA may use this outfall, the
phrase should be modified to read "built but not currently used."

EPA Response 18-B I: Noted in the administrative record.

C. The List of Parpmeters above the MAL (Fact Sheet at p. 3).

Comment: Table I in the Fact Sheet is based on an incorect interpretation of MAL'
MALs have been designated by EPA only for specific parameters; primdrily priority pollulants.

The only conventional paramelers for which MALs have been established are fluoride and
nitrate-nitrogen.

Recommendation: The only paramet€rs that should be included in Table I are

nitrate+nitrite, copper, zinc, chloroform, dibromochloromethane, and dichlorobromomethane.

EPA Response l9-CI: The commenl conlains an inaccurate slatement when it
states thdt Jluoride and nilrate-nitrogen are conventional pollutants Fluoride
and nilrate-nitrogen ore non-conventional pollulanls.



NSE TO

EPA notes for the administratite record that Table I in the fact sheet should
have placed the comment, " Detected al concentrations above MAL" as a

footnote and added an asterisk referring lo thal comment for Jluoride'
nitrale+nitrite, dibromochloromelhane, dichlorobromomelhane, zinc, copper,
and chloroform.

D. Incorrect Refer€nce for Imolemenaation Procedures (Fact Sheet at p. 7)

Comment: The reference to Table 5 in the fourth sentence of the first paragraph on page

7 of the Fact Sheet is incorrect. It should be referenced as "Table 5 of the ITWQS'" The

ITWQS is the acronym used in the Fact Sheet for the IP.

EPA Response 20-Dl: Noted in the administrative record.

E. Reference to Dichlorobromomethane (Draft Permit Part II at p- 9)

Comment: If the monitoring requirement is to be retained in the permit despite comments
at Section l.D. the reference to dichlorobromomethane shoirld be changed to
dibrom ochloromethane.
"dibrom ochloromethane."

The proposed monitoring requirement applies to

EPA Response 21-EI: Noled in !he administrative record.
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IV. WET LIMITS AND MONITORING REQUIREMENTS

A. General Commeuts on WET Limits (Draft Permit Part I Item A.2 at p.5; Part II Item
. D; Fact Sheet at pgs. 9-12; Fact Sheet at Appendix B)

Comment: The Draft Permit contains lethal and sublethal WET limits for two test
species, C dubia and the Fathead Minnow. The Fact Sheet states at Page 1I that reasonable
potential exists for discharges from the facility to cause or contribute to an exceedance of "Texas
water quality standard and narrative criterion established to protect aquatic li[e." Page l0 of the
Fact Sheet also states that WET test results submitted by SJzui as tr part of the Application were
analyzed using EPA's "Technical Suppon Document for W ater Quality Based Toxics Control'
(TSD) and EPA Region 6's "WET Permitting Strategy" (May, 2005). It notes that all data were
reviewed and "the majority" of the data were found to be acceptable. It concludes that the
"duration and magnitude of the effluent's toxic effects have been significant." lt states that the
WET Limits contained in the Draft Permif are "based primarily on sub-lethal effects
demonstrated to the C. dubia test species." Appendix B of the Fact Sheet contains the "TSD
Reasonable potential Analysis."

The Fact Sheet does not indicate the standards or guidelines EPA used to determine
which portions of SJRA's WET testing data were "acceptable.". The Fact Sheet's statement that
only a ,,majorityl' of the dala was "acceptable" indicates that EPA rejected some data. Given that
some WET testing data provided by SJRA were not used by EPA in its WET analysis, EPA

should clearly identify the particular data and the reasons why such data were not acceptable
Appendix B of the Fact Sheet includes lest data llom all of SJRA's WET tests since January
2001, which is inconsistent with the statement in the Fact Sheet that only a "majority" ofthe data
was "acceptable." Without a clear statement of the specific test data upon which EPA is basing
its decision regarding the proposed WET limits, and explanation of the reasons why some data
were not accepted, it is impossible io know EPA's true basis for its decision.

EPA Response 22-At: The Reasonable Potenlial analysis auachment to lhe

. draft permit fact sheet listed each lest date, each result for survivil, and each' 
result for sub-lethal effects for each test species. EPA reviewed 74
Ceriodaphnia dubia tests performed by SJM between January 2001 and July
2006. Of the data submitted bv SJM, EPA determined that two tests might be
deleted irom the reaionable porential calculations. In one test (07/30/0i,) the
lab failed to include the 8696 effluenr dilution akd in another test (12/06/05)

the sub-lethal results did not meet the lower bound for the percenl minimum
signifcant dffirence, although a significant dffirence from lhe conlrol was

found. Of these 72 remaining tests ihe NOEC values repr)rted for sub-lethal
effects to C. dubia in 2l tests (29% of t@ total) were lower than the revised
critical dilution of 69% (i.e. 2996 of tests did not Wss). NOEC values for these
tests ranged from 86% (the highest eflluent dilution tested) efiIuenl down to
<23%o effluent. In performing the reasonable potential analysis, 4t both the
previous 85o/o and current 69oh levels, it was found that there was virtually no
difference in the actual value generated, and lhat reasonable potential exisls-



comment: The Fact sheet also provides no explanation supporting the conclusion that
the "duration and magniiude of the effluent's toxic effects has been significant." It contains no
discussion showing how SJRA's test results indicate any length of time or "duration" of the
alleged toxic effects or how such test results indicate the "magnitude" of the effects to be

"significant." Such explanation is critical to understanding EPA's reasonable potential

assessment as the basis for imposition of WET Limits in the Draft Permit.

EPA Response 23-A2: The durdtion (or frequency) and magnitude of loxicily
can be easily discerned by reviewing the Reasonable Potential Analysis
attached to the droft permit fact sheet. In lhe contexl of the fact sheet, the
duralion (freQuency) of toxicity relates lo the period between toxic events.
EPA's TSD establishes the minimum acceptable period berween exteedances of
d water qualily crilerion as once in three years' lVhere toxic erents occur
more frequently than once per lhree years, the stream cannot recover from lhe
e/fectt of one event before the next toxic evenl occun SJM's eflluent has
roulinely exceeded this.hallmark. For example, signifcant subJethal effects at
or below the crilical low Jlow dilution (69%o) were reported in seien of the last
rwelee lesls collected over the last year of the data submiuedfor review.

Magnitude of toxicity is a measure of how toxic the efiluent is' This is measured
by the NOEC. The lower the NOEC value, the more toxic the efJluent is- That
is, the lower the effuent dilution at which a significant diffirence is found, the

&reater the loxic potential in lhe teceiving stream From the data submitted
and used for the RP determination, SJM reported its efJluent demonstrated
significant subJethal efects at eflluent dilutions of < 23%, the lowest efJluent
dilution tested, in six tests, 32ok in two tests, 4Sok infve tests, 5596 in two tests
and 62%o in six tests If tA0% effluent demonstrated signifcant toxic effects,
but lower effluent dilutions (e g., 75%, 56%, 42% or 32%o) did not, then there'
was less porcn al damage to the receiving slream than if signifcant toxic
effects were also shown in the 7595 and 56%o effluent dilutions. The lower lhe
eflluent dilution at which signifcant toxic effects are demonstrated'
(demonstrating d greater magnitude of to:ticity) the Sreater the potential
impacts lo lhe stream. For SJM, the critical dilution in the proposed permit is
69%, but the facitity has reported test failures as low as <2396 effuent, the
lowest dilution they tested.

comment: EPA's inclusion of wET limits in the Drafl Permit conflicts with the clear
policies it has approved for the drafting ofdischarge permits contained in the IP. The Fact Sheet
notes throughoufthat the IP was used to develop permit limits and requirements contained in the
Draft Permit. However, EPA ignores the IP in drafting the WET limits. First, the Draft Permit
contains sublethal WET limits. The IP does not identify any basis pursuant to which sublethal
wET limirs are to be imposed. -.The lP only provides for the imposition of lethal wET limits
and, then, only in specific cases."

' zs  IP  a t  pgs ,  l0 l  -  125.
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EPA Response 24-43: In establishing WET limits in this permit, EPA must
ensure lhal such limits are ds stringenl as necessary lo meel state water quality
standards, as required by CllA section 301(b)(l)(C) and 40 CFR

9122.44(d)(l). T-he State Implementation Procedures (IP) document is not a
slfule water quality standard, but rather, a non-binding, non-regulatory
guidance document. See IP at page 2 stating that "this is a guidance document
and should not be interpreted as a replacemenl to the rules. The Texas Surface
lVater Quality Standards may be found in 30 Texas Administrativ.e Code (TAC)
Sections ($il 307.1-.10.). EPA does not consider theIP'tobeanew orrevised.
v)ater quality standard and has neier approved it as such. EPA did commenl
on and conditionally "approve " the IP as part of the Continuing Planning
Process (CPP) required under 40 CFR 5/30.5(c) and the Memorandum of
Agreemenl between TNRCC and EPA, bul this does not constitute approval of
the lP as a water qualily standard under CllA seetion j03(c). Therefore' EPA
is not bound by the IP in establishing WET limits in this permit - but rather,
musl ensure that the llET limits cre consistent with the EPA-approved state
water quality standards.

l{here a permit has been federalized, EPA does attempt to follow State IPs -

bul only lo lhe extent that the IP is consistenl with EPA-approved state water
qualily slandards. Here, EPA has determined that lhe State IP is nol sufrtcient
lo ensure compliance wilh the Stdte's narrative water quality standards for the
protection of aquatic life. Specifically, while the narralive standards require
proleclion againsl sub-lethal toxicity, including growlh and/or reproduclion,
the IP does uot inElude procedures for ensuring such protection Section
307.6(b)(2) of the Texas utater quality standards specifcally stdte lhat "lVater
in lhe state with designated or existing aquatic life uses shall not be
chronically toxic to aqudtic life...." Section 307:3(a)(10) bfthe Texas water
quality standards defines chronic toxicity as demonstrating lethal or subJethal
effects. Sub-tithal effects are further defined as growth or reproductive effects.
White the TCEQ IPs do not preilude the imposition of WET limits based on
sub-letha! efects, they do not specifcally conlain procedures for including
such limits, and lherefore would not be sufficiently proteclive of the state
narrative standards when reosonable potentiolfor sub-lethal toxicity is shown
to e st.

EPA notifed TCEQ ofthis conflict in a letter dated February 24' 2005' when it
began efforts to correcl the incottsistency. Furlher, in its leuer of obiection on
the State drafted permit for SJ/#, dated January 6, 2006, EPA nottfed both
TCEQ and SJM that if the conditions of EPA's objecrion were not addressed
and aulhority to issue the SJM permit passed lo EPA, the permit would, d
reasonable potential for sublelhal toxicity was shown, include a limil for
sublethal toxicity, as required by 40 CFR S 122.44(d)(l )(i) ("Limitations must
control all pollutanls or pollutanl paramelers.-. which the Direclor determines
are or may be dischorged at a level which will cause, have lhe reasonable
poknrial lo cause or conlribule to an excursion above any Slate v'ater qualily



standard, including State narrative criteriafor water quality.") EPA therefore
conducted an independent technical review lo delermine whether lhe
discharges have reasonable potential to ca$e or conlribute lo an excufiion
above lhe state narralive standards and crileria for sublethal loxicity, and
based on such fnding, included sublethal WET linits in the permit.

TCEQ has determined that the low-fow dilution is lhe point at which impacts
may be expected to affect aquatic life in the receiving stream. Repealed

failures at this dilution as reported by SJRA in discharge monitoring reports
demonstrate that reasonable potenlial is not only predicted, il cleorly exisls-

. Where reasonable potenlial to cause or eontribule to an excursion of lhe
Slale's narrative standards for the plotectiotl of aquatic life has been
demonstrated, NPDES permitting regulotions require a I|ET Iinit be included
in the permit (40 CFR I22.aa@)()(v). As noted above, SJRA has submitted,
as part of their NPDES permit reryrting requirements, numerous WET tests
that have demonstrated signifcant sub-lethal toxic effects at and well below
the critical low flow dilution established by the State of Texas (69%o)' Efiluent
Iimils for subJethal effects of I{ET to ensure atlainment of the Staie's
narralive crilerion would be necessary unless chemical-specifc limits for the
efrIuent are suffcient lo attain the applicable standard (40 CFR
122.aa(QQfu). The causative pollutant of the subJethal effects has not been
identifed and the permit therefore does no! include chemical-specif c limits to
ensure protection againsl sub-lethal effects consislenl with the narralive
criterion.

Commeni: Second, the Fact Sheet notes that the WET limits are based "primarily''on the
subletha.l effects demonstrated for'C. dubia. The IP does not identifo any basis pursuant to
which WET limits are imposed due io sublethal eflects ln addition, the use of the term

"primarily" indicates other data wete used, but fails to specify this data. Again, EPA should
clearly identify all data used to justify these permit limits.

EPA Response 25-A4: As discussed in the previous response, EPA based its
' WET limits on lhe Slarc's narrative crireria for protection of aqualic life'

which specifcally requires protection against sub-Iethal fficts- EPA did not
rely on the reasonable porenfial (RP) procedures provided in the State'i IP
because EPA deteimined that such procedures were not fully Prolective of the
State's narrative. water quality criterion for sublethal loxicity. Inslead, in
determining whether to include WET limils, EPA relied on the RP procedutes
specified in EPA's Region 6 "WET Permitting Stategy," which are based on
EPA's Technical Support document for Water Quality Based Toxics Conlrol
(7SD).

As stated in the fact sheet: "The test resuhs submitted by lhe permittee were
analyzed using EPA's "Technical Support Document for Warer Quality-based
Toxics Courol" (EPA/505/2-90/00!, second printing) and EPA Region 6's

"IIET Pernitting Slrategl" (May, 2005), which establish procedtures for
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assessing an RP for both lethal and sub-lethal toxic effects in a receiving
stream." The specific calculation used for this determination was referenced in
the permit fact sheet and provided via email to the permittee's contractor, Dr.

' Pegg Glass, on March 10, 2006. The first page of the Region 6 IVET
Implementation Strategt states: "As applicable, reasonable potential to cause
or contribute to an exceedance of State naftative crileria for the protection of
aquatic life will be determined by the method established in EPA's Technical
Support Document for Water Quality-based Toxics Control, EPA/505/2-90'
001, second printing (see Box 3-2, page 53)." The referenced box provides a

fve-step example ofhow to perform lhe RP calculation.

Comment: As noted previously, the IP has been approved by EPA and serves as the
guiding document establishing how permit limits and requirements are developed to maintain
TSWQS. EPA's failure to abide by the wrilten policy it has approved and implemented in its
review of permits for TSWQS, and in the creation of this specific Draft Permit, is arbitrary and
capricious and an abuse of its discretion."'

EPA Response 26-A5: As previously stated, the TCEQ Water Quality
Standards, not the IPs are the "guiding" document in this perrhit issuance.
EPA followed the TCEQ IPs to the extent that it could do so withoul
contravention of the TCEQ water quality standards specifc to protection of
aquatic life.

Comment: EPA's inclusion of WET limits in the Draft Permit also direcrly conflicts with
the TCEQ's specific findihgs of fact and conclusions of law made after an evidentiary hearing
conducted before SOAH in 2005 regarding TCEQ's renewal and issuance of the State Permit
and the inclusion of a WET limit in that permit. Based on the recommendation of the presiding

Administrative Law Judge and her review of the evidentiary record (including teslimony and
evidence offered by EPA), the TCEQ lound that, when applying the policies regarding WET
limits contained in the IP to SJRA'S WET testing data, WET limits were not warranted in
SJRA's permit.2? TCEQ specifically found that the November 2001 and January 2002 tests for
C. dubia were "too unreliable to constitute a part of the basis for including a WET limit in

SJRA's permit."2t With regard to the sublethal test effects, TCEQ found them to be "inadequate
evidence of toxicity to trigger a WET limit; their primary significance is their tendency to
corroborate any.toxicity exhibited in tests for survival.""

EPA Response 27-A6: EPA disagrees with TCES'9 findings that WET limits
are not w1rranted in the permit. First, EPA noles that ALI'| recommendation,
upon which TCEQ based its fndings, assessed the need for WET limits based
on lhe stale's IP, which provides for WET limits only where there is d showing
of "persistent, significant lethality" following termination of a TRE. This is
inconsistent with EPA's regulations which provide that a fnding of reasonable

-5 U.S.C.A. $ 706(2XA).
2t TcEq ordcr at p. I6.
t& TCEQ Order at p. 12, Finding ofFact Nos. ?4, 80-
2'TCEQ ord€r at p, 12, Finding ofFact No. 83-



polential to cause or conlribute to an excursion of stale waler quality
standords conslilutes a basis for WET littits. That reasonable polential
aralysis must include consideration ofthe variability of the pollutant (IYET' in
rhis case) in the efiluent. See 40 CFR I22.44(d) (l )(ii). See also Edison
Electric Institure v. EPA, 39t F.3d 1267 (DC Cir. 2004) (upholding EPA's
II.ET test methods). In addition, for the reasons discussed in EPA Response
24-Ai above, this provision of the IP is not sufficiently protectiee of the state
water quality standards, which require proteclion against both lethal and sub'
Iethal toxic effecls.

Second, EPA norcs thal the ALJ's recommenddtion was based solely on the
consideration of two test results (the November 2001 and January 2002 C.
dubia tests), which the AIJ found to be unreliable. EPA disagrees that Ihese
tesls were unreliable (for the reasons discassed in the evidentiary record from
the ALJ hearing), and furthermore, disagrees hflr lhe WET determination
should be based on these two tests alone. Rather, the specifc results of these
two tests cited by the commenter are only a small part of the total record of
toxicity evaluated by EPA in the cuftent permitting action. Even if these rwo
rcsls are nol considered as part of EPA's analysis, the RP determinalion shorus
that RP exists for sublethal effects.

Also, in point of clarification, al the Commission meeting where the
Administrative Law Judge (AIJ) presented her recommendatiott to lhe
Commission, the TCEQ Execulive Direclor, based on recommendations from
the TCEQ techniinl permitting staf and their a orneys, argted for requiring
l4/ET linits and recommended that the AIJ's recommendation not be adopted.
The Commissioners nonetheless voted to adopr the AIJ findings in opposition
to the TCEQ technical recommendation.

Finally, EPA disagrees with TCEQ'| rtnding that sub-Iethal test effects dre
" inadequate evidence of toxicity to trigger a WET limit." As previously
discussed in EPA Response 24-Ai above, the Texas WQS require prolection
against sub-lethal loxic effects to dquatic life, and therefore sub-lethal testing
and tesl results are of significance in determining whether a WET limi! is
necessdry-lo meet such water quality standards.

Comment: EPA objected to the State Permit issued by lhe TCEQ and federalized the
permit, leading to its issuance of the Draft Permit that is the subject of these comments'
However, nowhere in its objection or the Fact Sheet for the Draft Permit, does EPA explain how
TCEQ erred in its application of governing laws, regulations or EPA approved polices (i.e'' the
IP) oi interpretation of the facts regarding SJRA's WET test data. Rather than justifoing its
diiagreement with TCEQ's decision based on the facts determined by the evidentiary hearing
and the laws, regulations, and policies at issue, EPA is now simply changing the rules to fit the

outcome it desires. It is ignoring that portion of the IP that does not support the imposition of

wET limits in the Draft Permit and ignoring the fact-finding performed by the TCEQ on the
issue of WET limits.
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EPA Response 28-A7: In EPA's letter of objection to the TPDES permit and
in Response 24-A3 of this document EPA has clearly stated that the permit did
not adequately address the State's narrative water quality standards criterion
for proteclion against sublethal toxic effecls- The IP document is nol a slale
water qualily standard, but rather, a non-binding, non-regulatory guidance
document. Where a permit has been federalized, EPA does attempt to follow
State IPs, but only to the extent that the IP is consistent wilh EPA-approved
State water quality slandards. As part of this action EPA has determined that
the State IPs are not fully proleetive of the State narrative toxicity criteria. In
the objection letter EPA clearly stated that d EPA were to issue this permit, it
would include a limit for subJethal toiicity, based on a showing of reasonable
potential to cause or conlribute Io an excursion of lhe state's waler quality
criteria for prolection againsl sublethal toxic effects.

Comment: For permitter.l discharges in Texas, the "reasonable potential" review
mandated by 40 CFR $ l22.aa(d)(l)(v) is found in the IP. It is not the TSD Reasonable
Potential Calculation contained in Appendix B of the Fact Sheel. EPA should abide by the
policies it has approved wilhin the IP with regard to the imposition of WET Limits in Texas
permits-

EPA Response 29-A8: The TCEQ IP does not include procedures for
determining reasonable potenlial which are consistent with 40 CFR

SI22.aa(000. This provision requires WET limitations where a discharge

. has reasonable polenlial to cause an excursion above state narrative crileria.
Here, while the State narrative criteria require protection against both lethal
and sublethal toxicity, the IP only includes procedures for establishing IIET
Iinits based on multiple failures for lethal toxic efects. Therefore, the IP is
ftot fully protective of the State narralive crileri*, and EPA must rely on ils

. own procedures for'determining RP consistent with EPA'I regulations-
Region 6 has developed o WET strategt, including an RP analysis consistent
with EPA'I .regulations,' and has implemented lhis process for permils issued
under its permitting authority since May 2005.

The TCEQ IP also Jails to include a predictive reasonable potentia! approach,
as required by 40 CFR 122.44(d)(l). Ses 54 Fed. Reg. 23868, 23873 (June 2,
1989) ("Some eflluents may prevenl o water quality slandard from being
naihtained even though individual measurements do not show an actual
etcursion above the water quality criterion. Without efiluent limilalions on
those discharges, there is a reasonable potential thal the water quality crileria
would be exceeded al some ttme"). The applicable Federal regulations and
EPA's RP analysis are designed to ensure lhal toxic discharges are prevented,
not something to be corrected after repeated toxic discharges have already
occurred. The RP procedure is therefore predictive, eslablishing whether it is
reasonable lo infer thal a toxic discharge is likely lo occur at a level lhat
would cause an excursion of the State LI.QS criterion for protection of aquatic
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lfe. See also EPA's l{hole Effuent Toxicity (IET) Control Policy, July 1994-
EP A 8 3 3 -B-94 -002 at http://www.epa.gov/npdes/pub s/owm0 I I 7.pdf.

Comment: The specific errors made by EPA in its justification for WET limits in the
Draf l  Permit  include:

. Sublethal test results are not an appropriate basis to impose wET limits.lo EPA
provides no justification for deviation ftom the IP, the TCEQ Record, and the TCEQ
Order.

EPA Response 30-A9: EPA disagrees. The permil was issued by EPA to meel
fue minimum requirements of the State naffative crileria for lhe proteclion of
aqudlic life, which requires protection .against both lethal and sub-lethal
effects. The fact that the IP does not specifically recommend WET linits based
on sub-lethal efecls does not preclude EPA from including such limits in the
permit; the IPs as previously slaled are only guidance. The Texas waler
quali.ty standards do specifcally provide that waters of the State shall ltot be
subJethally toxic to aquatic lift, and specifcally define sub-lethal toxicity as
growth dnd/or reproduction. The TCEQ Record and Order are incorreclly
based on the IP guidance. The correct basis is the Texas waler qudlity
standard. See also EPA Response 21-A3.

Comment:

. The November 2001 and January 2002 test results for C. dubia are unreliable.sl EPA
fails to explain why it believes these test results are reliable and how both TCEQ and
the Administrative Law Judge erred at the state evidentiary hearing.

EPA Response 3l-AI0: EPA disagrees. EPA's analysis includes evaluation of
the magnitude of toxicity demonstrated and the variability of toxicity measured
in the eflluent. Again, the specifc resulls of these wo tests cited by the
commenler are only a small part of lhe total record of toxiciry demonstrated by
this efJluenl. If these tests were nol considered as part of EPA's analysis, the
RP determination would still show lhat RP exists for sublethal fficts.

Comment:

.. IP, not TSD, is the appropriate policy to follow in making a reasonable potential
determination as required in 40 CFR 122.44. The IP has been approved by EPA, and
EPA provides no justification for deviation from it.

EPA Response 32-All: EPA disagrees. See previous EPA Responses 24-A3, 29-A8.

r0 See lP at pgs. l0 l-125; TCEQ Order at p. 12, Finding of Fact No. 8l-
rr See TCEQ Record; PFD; TCEQ Order at p. 12, Findings of Fact Nos. 74, 80.
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Comment: EPA's deviation from the IP in this case, and its failure to consider or apply
the TCEQ Record, including specific findings of fact and conclusions of law.established 'by

TCEQ, constitutes an abuse of EPA's discretion and is arbitrary and capricious." EPA carnot
simply ignore the policy it has previously approved regarding WET limits in Texas or ignore the
extensive TCEQ Record and TCEQ Order addressing the imposition of WET limits in SJRA's
permit. EPA mrnt provide a meaningful, thorough and thoughtful response to the TCEQ Record
and TCEQ's decision in order to justiff its imposition of any WET limit in the Draft Permit
Copies of documents comprising the TCEQ Record are submitted as an Appendix to these
comments and are incorporated herein for all purposes-

EPA Response 33-AI2: EPA disagrees thdt it is required to follow the IP, for
the reasons stated in EPA Responses 24-43' 29-AS, and 30'49 ahove. EPA
also disagrees that it is bound by the TCEQ Record/Order for lhe reasons
slated in EPA Response 27-A6.

B. WET Limits for Fathead Minnow (Draft Permit Part I 
'Item 

A.2 al p.5; Fact Sheet at
pgs. 2, 9; Fact Sheet Appendix)

Comment: The Draft Permit contains sublethal and lethal WET limits for the Fathead

Minnow.

SJRA WET testing data db not include any significant lethal effects for the Fathead

Minnow. Furthermore, as shown in Appendix B of the Fact Sheet, a finding of no reasonable
polgntial for lethal effects for the vertebrate species is indicated, and a recommendation for WET

monitoring only is made. A lethal WET limit for this species is not justified even based on

EPA's own determination.

EPA Response 34-Bt: EPA agrees that RP does iot aeist for the fathead
minnou' test species and the WET limit requirements for the fathead minnow
have been dropped- For the fathead minnow, a monitorinS-only requiremenl
with standard toxicity requirementa will be established in the permit.

Commenl: Neither is the sublethal WET limit for the Fathead Minnow justified' As

previously discussed, the IP does not provide for establishing sublethal WET limits.

EPA Response 35-82: As slated in EPA Response 34-BI the fathead minnow
WET limit requirement has been droppeel from the final permit based on the

finding ofno RP.

comment: It should also be recognized that the results reported by SJRA for its Fathead

ti,tinnow ilstins for March 2004 are not reliable. As noted in its DMR fof this testing, SJRA did

not certify the iest results because il considered lhem ro be invalid for the reasons explained in its

accompanying documentation provided by Risk Sciences. The DMR and analysis by Risk

} 5 u.s.c.A. $ ?06(2XA).
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Sciences, provided at Attachment C, are incorporated herein by reference. The March 2004 test
results should not be considered by EPA in its reasonable potential analysis-

Even the results of the December 2003 test are borderline. The Percent Minimum
Significant Difference (PMSD) for this test is below the lower bound established in EPA
nu]dun"e.lJ For rests where the PMSD is less than the established lower bound, additional
itatistical tests are required to determine when differences between the samples and the control
are significant. When a follow-up statistical test is applied to determine ifthe difference between
the control and rhe 86% effluent sample is sufficient to be "significant," the conclttsion is

dependint on whether the results are judged baserl on the original number of organisms or the
surviving number of organisms. In addition, the ICzs for the test is 86% effluent. In general, the
NOEC and ICzl should be comparable for a valid test.

EPA Response 36-83 EPA disagrees with lhe arguments and conclusions
presented in the Risk Sciences paper and lhe aulhor's llthole Efiluent Toxicity
Test Variability: Accounting for Variance referenced in the WERF study (see
additional commenls in Section V) concerning IVET test validily. However as
stated previously, EPA has determined that RP does not exist suffcient to
require a II|ET limil for tfu fathead minnow and has therefore deleted such
limits. See EPA Responses 34-BI and 35-82.

With respect lo questions concerning test talidity EPA Region 6 has a standard
prqclice of perforning a technical review of any tes! data that dppears
unusual, or possibly invalid, lo a permitlee prior to submission of the data on
the DMR. The permittee may call EPA and fax the data for rapid review-
Many permittees and State agencies have taken advantage of this service' '

With respect lo certification of DMRs. EPA issued notice on March 3, 2000,
elarifying the purpose of the DMR certifcation. This notice reafJirms that
"certiJication" is related to thefact that the permitlee is faithfully reporting the
data provided by the testing lab to the permitlee, it is not certifrcation that the
data submitted is necessarily valid or invalid. Available online at:
ht t p : //ww w. e p a. gov/ npdes /pub s /me m o -w e t. pdf

Recommendation: On page 5 of Part [, delete the WET limits fot the Fathead Minnow.

EPA Response 37-84: See EPA Responses 31-BI and 35-82 above.

C, WET Limits for C. daDra (Draft Permit Part I ltem A"2 atp.5; Fact Sheet at pgs 2, 9;
Fact Sheet at Appendix B)

Comment: The Draft Permit contains sublethal and lethal WET limits for rhe C' dubia-

" See Chronic Freshwater Cuidance ard Interlaboratory Study.
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See previous general comments on WET Limits at Section II.A above. The November
2001 and January 2002 C. dubia test results are invalid. The bases for this conclusion are
described ir the TCEQ Order issuing ihe State Permit and the TCEQ Record.

Sublethal test results should not be used to support a finding of reasonable potential
because to do so contravenes the IP previously approved by EPA. The TCEQ has also found,
with respect to this specific permit, that sublethal test results are "inadequate evidence oftoxicity
to trigger a WET limit; their primary significance is their tendency to conoborate any toxicity rn
tests for survival.""

EPA Response 38-CI: EPA disagrees with the commenter's asserlion that
the November 2001 and January 20A2 tusts ore invalid and the sub-lethal test
results are inadequate evidence of toxicity. See EPA Response 27-A6 above.

Recommendation: On page 5 of Pad I, delete the WET limits for C. dubia.

EPA Response 39-C2: EPA disagrees. Even at the new critical low-flow
dilution of 69% eflIuent, the RP analysis conducted by EPA shouts polential to
cause or conlribute lo an excursion above the Slate narralive crilerion for the
protection of aquatic life exists and a.WET limit is warranted.

The DMR results supplied over the last 5 years show that >3i% of all S:JM
resulls reported some measure of toxicity. Toxicity has been demonstraled al
all effluent dilutions tested, from 86'k down to 23ok efrluent, wilh multiple tesl

failures at the.Iowest effluent dilution tested. Often, significant sub-lethal
effects were demonstrated for two montls followed by one or two months wilh
passing results, lollowed by another two months of test failures reported.
Results of this nature speak directly to the magnitude, frequency and duration
of toxic discharges from the facility. The applicable Federal regulations and
EPA's RP analysis are designed to ensure thdt loxic discharges are prevented,
not something to be cor.rected after repeated toxic discharges-have already
occurred. The RP procedure is therifore predictive, establishing whether it is

. reasonable to infer that a toxic discharge is likely to occur at a level that
would cause an exceedance of the State II/QS crilerion for prolection of
aquatic life. If the RP determinatioi finds that the discharge is reasonibly
expecled to cause or contribule to an excursion of water quality standards
during the term of lhe permit, the regulation requires a l|rET limit unless the
specific compound responsible for toxicity hai been found and can be
controlled via a chemical specifc limit, See 40 CFR I22-aa@)(l)(v).

l). Use of ICa: in Lieu of NOEC (Draff Permit Part I Item A.l at p. 2; Part I Item A-2 at p.
5; Part II Item D; Fact Sheet at pgs. l0-12; Fact Sheet at Appendix B)

Comment: The WET limits contained in the Draft Permit require the use of NOEC to
detsrmine test results and response actions.

r4 TCEQ Order at p. 12, Finding of Fact No. 83-



The use of the NOEC in calculating end points in WET testing relies on hypothesls
testing lechniques for statistical analysis. However, both the Chronic Freshwater Guidance" and
the EPA WET Variability Documentr6 srare rhar point estimation techniques, which produce
values such as IC25, are the preferred statistical methods in calculating end points for effluent
toxicity tests, rather than hypothesis testing techniques. EPA guidance provides the,option of
using either NOEC or IC25 in reviewing and determining sublethal WET test results." Use of

lCzs is preferable because it is less variable and a more robust analysis that is based on all of the
test data.

Recom mendations:

. Specify the value to be reported as IC25 rather than NOEC in the following sections
of the permit: page 2 of Part I, page 5 of Part I, page 4 of Part II (Section D. l.c),
page 7 ofPart II (Section D-3.b), and page 9 ofPart II (Section D.4-b).

. Replace the definition of NOEC on page 3 of Part II (Section D- l.a) with the
definition of lCzs

. Replace the sectlon on page 5 of Part ll (Section D.2.b) that describes the statistical
tests required for determining NOEC with a description of the statistical tests required
[or determining ICzs.

. Replace the parameter codes on page 8 of Part II (section D'3.c) for reporting wET
test results on DMRs with the appropriate codes for ICzs nther than NOEC.

EPA Response 40-DIz EPA disagrees that a toxicity endpoint of ICr5 is
preferable to one based on the EPA Region 6 NOEC. The NOEC testing
methods employed by EPA Region 6 and its States require a more robust
analysis of WET test data. This is due to the foct that all permits require that
the test design includes the low-Jlow critical dilution as one of thefve efiIuent
dilutions tested. This approach ensures that information is developed al lhe
actual iwtream dilution level as established by the State based on its
permilting implementalion procedures used for l|ET and chemical'specifc
Iimit determinations- The ICzs approach estimates the efJluent dilution lhat
would cause a 2596 impaa b the lest organism; however, it is only dn
estimate, and the test design does not require testing at the aclual instream
efrluent dilution. In addition to requiring testirlg of the.actual low flow citical
dilution, the NOEC approach employed by EPA Region 6 and its States
requires fve replicates (rather than lhe minimum of four) of each efiluent
dilution and, where the critical dilution allows for it, brackzting of the crilical

It Chronic Freshwater cuidance at p, 4l, Section 9.5.1.
16 WET Va.iability Docum€nt, Chapter l, Sectjon 3.4.1 states that the "greater v iability ofthe NOEC underscores
the desirability ofusing point estimates to characterize effiuent toxicity-"
r7 Secrion 9 of the Ch.onic Freshwat€r Guidance discusses both hypothcsis testing (i.e. NOEC) and point-€stimate
(i.e. lC25) analysis as viable endpoirt techniques,



dilution between higher and lower eflluent dilutions to ensure a robust
statistical analysis of the data. In addition, EPA notes thal the TCEQ permil

recently issued lo S.iM also estabtishes the NOEC as the tesl. endpoint. If

SJM wishes to include the IC6 endpoint' EPA wiII consider establishing
permit limits for both NOEC and ICtr.

II. To*i"it, R"do"tioo Enulu"tioo P.o"itioo. If P".-it, Coot"in o WET Li*it 1no1
. currently in Draft Permit)

Comment: If there are persistent failures of a WET test, a Toxicily Reduction Evaluation
(TRE) will need to be conducted to identifo the cause of the failures and to determine a strategy

for achieving permit compliance. completing a TRE requires a minimum of several months

Depending on the nature of the WET test failure (acute, chronic, lethal, or sublethal) and the

consistency of test failures, it can take two years or more to complete a TRE'

If the permittee is diligently conducting a TRE, it should not be subject to continuing to

accrue permii violations during that period. This is especially of concern because additional

WET tests may be conducted during a TRE, in the effort to complete the TRE. The permittee

should not be penalized for diligence in attempting to obtain permit compliance'

Recommendation: The Drdft Permit should contain the following provision as section

D.  Le :

.,Upon failure of the wET permit limit, rhe permittee may notify EPA of its intent to

conduct a TRE. The notification will be accompanied by a work plan for conducting a TRE'

Subsequent WFT test failures will not be permit violations, so long as the permittee is diligently

pu.suing the TRE. The permittee will submit quarterly reports to EPA documenting TRE

activities and results to date."

EPA Response 4I-HL: Insafar as lhe commenter is suggesting thal WET tesl
' 

failures trigger solely a TRE requirement, EPA disagrees. Where IYET test

failures indicate a reasonable poftntial to exceed a state's narrative toxicity-criteria, 
EPA regulations require that the permit include an efiluent limit for

wET (See 40 CiR 122.4 4 (d)(I )(v)). A TRE does not conslitute an " efrluent

Iimitation" iithin the meaning o.f the CWA section 502(l I) because it is not a
"restriclion..- on quaitities, rates and concentrations" of pollutanls

discharged. Moreover, it is merely a sludy requirement and does not ensure
that dischotg,es will be controlled as stringently as necessory to meet lhe state

narrative crileria, as required by C'llA section 301(b)(l)(C) and 40 CFR

122.44(d)(1). Therefore, based oi a Jinding of reasonable potential, EPA has

included a WET timit in the permil - not a TRE requirement. NPDES permits

may require a TRE in addition to, but not in lieu of, hYET limits where ll/ET

reasonable potenfial exists. EPA notes that iflhe permitlee is concerned about
potentially loxic discharges, the permittee moy self-institute TRE aclivilies at

any time.
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Eren once a permit contains a II/ET limil based on a showing of reasonable
porcntial, EPA recognizes that further WET testing and TREs may be needed
ro determine a strategt for achieving complidnce with the IYET limit. In such
cases, where dppropriote and authorized by the CWA and EPA's
implemenling regulations, .Region 6 includes'in the permit a compliance
schedule lo meet lhe limit. During this time, the permittee can conducl any
necessary testing and TREs necessary to enable it to meet the lv'ET limit once
il becomes effective at the end of the compliance schedule period. A
compliance schedule was provided in the SJM permit for lhis purpose.

SJM has already been the beneftciary of this process. on at least two separale
occasions in the past due lo persislenl lethal effecrs demonslrated in tests in
previous years. In addition, rhis permit provides a lhree-year compliance
schedule during which the permittee may lest at any addilional frequency it
desires and perforfi any and all TRE or Ioxicity identifcation evalualions
(TIE) activities il desires, in order to be in compliance when the WET limit

' comes into effect.

A TRE (toxicity reduction evaluatioi) is an organized investigation of the
causes of, and potenlial controlsfor, effluenl loxicity.

A TIE (toxicity identifcation evaluation) is a specifc set of procedures using
deJined manipulations (increasing/decreasing pH, aeralion, carbon fihraIion,
etc) of toxic eflIuent samples lo determine the specijic chemical(s) or class of
toxicanl(s) causing an efJluent to be toxic. EPA Region 6 normally allows the
permittee signifcant latitude in performing a TRE, and recommends, bul does
not require that TIEs be performed as part ofa TRE.

I. Addition of Cbemical Specific Limit Durine WET Limit Compliance Period (Draft
Permit Part t ltem A.2 at p. 5; Part II ltem D at pgs. 3-9; Fact Sheet at p. I l)

Comment: The DraR Permit provides a period of three years for achieving compliance
with the WET limits.rE The Fact Sheet at page I I states that SJRA can request a chemical-
specific limit in lieu of a WET limit, if a specific toxicant is identified and controlled during this
thnee-year period, The language in the permit prov^ides for the addition of chemical-specific
limits, but not removal of the applicable WET limits."

The IP provides that, when appropriate, a Best Management Practice can also be
established in lieu of a WET limit.a0 The language of the Draft Permit should be amended to
document that a chemical-specific limit or Best Managem€nt Practices may be substituted for the .
proposed WET limit during the three-year compliance period. The language should be clear that
the oermit will not imoose WET Limits and a chemical-sDecific limit for the same toxicant.

I DraR Perrnit Pan I at p- I.
re Draft Permit Part l l  l tem l.d at p.4.
to lP irt p. t 13.
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Recommendation: Revise the permit to include Section D.I .f, to read as follows:

"Prior to the effective date of a WET limit, a chemical-specific limit or Best
Management Practice(s) may be substituted for the WET limit, if a specific toxicanl and an
appropriate conrrol(s) are identified, and if it is demonstrated that the control works through
twelve monthly tests. If a chemical-specific limit or Best Management Practice is added to the
permit in accordance with this provision, the related WET limit(s) will be removed from the
permit."

EPA Response 42-It: EPA regulations,40 CFR 9:'22.44(d)(t)(v) specificatly
provide that limits on WET are not necessary where chemical specifc limits

for the effluent are sufjicient to attdin and maintain applicable state standards
Il is unclear whal the commenter means b! Best Management Practice but the
regulations are clear that either a WET limit or a chemical speciJic limit is
required where reasonable potenlial has been shown to exist. As with any
permil, EPA will consider commuting the WET limit to a chemical'specif c
limit should SJRA provide EPA suffcient data identifling and confrming the
toxicant(s) responsible for toxicity, und develops an appropriate control prior
to the effective date of the WET limil

J. WET Testins Reporting Requirements (Draft Permit Part I Item A-l at p' 2' Parr I
Item A.2 at p. 5; Part II. Item D.3.b at pg. 7)

Comment: The Draft Permit specifies in Part I that the results of WET tests are to be
reported as the "7-Day Minimum" and a "30-Day Avg." Part II of the Draft Permit requires the
permittee to report the "Daily Average Minimum NOEC", the "30-Day Average Minimum,"
and, finally, states that "only ONE" set of biomonitoring data for each species is to be recorded
on the DMR for each "reporting period-" Parameter codes are not provided for any of these
reporting requirements in Section D.3-c of the Draft Permit.

The reporting requirements use terms that are not defined in the permit. Ofthe reporting
requirements identified above, only the 30-Day Average is defined. "Reporting period" is also
undefined.

In addition, the terms are confusing and appear to be contradictory. Examples of
confusing provisions are as follows:

. The requirement in Section D.3.b of the Draft Permit to reporl the "Daily Avenge
Minimum NOEC' for each "reporting period" is confusing nol only because it is

undeFrned but also because, while it rcpresents an average of measurements over a

"reporling period," it is described as a "minimum."

. it is not clear how a 7{ay value is to be reported for a 7-day test that uses three
samples collected over multiple days.
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. It is also confusing whether one test is to be r€ported on the DMR or whether average
values are to be reported when more tban one test is conducted during some specified

Period-

As previously stated, SJRA believes that the results of WET tests should be reported as a
median of the results over a twelve-month period. However, even if EPA determines not to
grant SJRA'S request, the reporting requirements in Part I and Part II must be significantly
redrafted-

Recommenclation: Revise the WET test reporting requirements using defined terms and
parameter cod€s appropriate for WET testing.

EPA Response 43-JI: The WET limit reporling requirements have been
standardizedfor many years in both EPA and TCEQ pernits. For example, the

following excerpt is from the TCEQ permit recently re-issued to Chevron
P hillips Chenic al, TXO 00 a $ | :

"The permittee shall report -the Whole Effluent Lethality values for the 30-day
Average minimum and the 7-day Minimum under Parameter No. 22414 on the
DMR for the appropriate reporling period. If more than one valid test for o
species was performed during the repo ing period, the test NOECs will be
averaged arirhmetically and reported as lhe Daily Average Minimum NOEC

for that reporting period. A volid test must be reported on lhe DMR during
each reporting period specifed on Page 2 of this permit. Only one set of
biomonitoring data is to be recorded on the DMR for each repbrting period-
The data submitted should reJlect the lowesl survival results during the
reporting period. All invalid lests, repeat tests (for invalid tests), and retests
(or tests previously failed) performed during the reporting period must be
submitted for review. "

However, for purposes of clarifcation for SIM, lhe term "Daily Average
Minimum NOEC" has been revised to "7-Day Minimum" and the term "30-
Day Average Minimum" has been revised to "30-Day Avg" to correspond
B'ith the terms used in Part I ofthe permit.

DMR reporting is limited to a single set of responses per reporting period due
to the Permit Compliance System (PCS) data requirements. The reporting
period for \YET is not necessarily constant-.The initial reporting period for
I4/ET is once per quarter, however upon violation of the WET limit, the testing

frequency (and thus the reporting period) changes to once Wr month until the
efiIuent passes for three consecutive months-

The parameter code lo report compliance with the WET limit, Iisted in both
Part I and Part Il of the permit, is 224 14. The 7-day test has a single result for
each test species and endpoinr (vertebrate ond invertebrale, lethal and
sublethal) measured at the end of the tesl and reported. Standard language in
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EPA and TCEQ permits requires the lowes! test resuhs to be reporled on the
DMR under the 7-Day Minimum column. llhere a te failure occurs, lesl
results from additional tests perfotmed during lhe lest period ma) be averaged
and reported in the 30-Day Average column. The purpose of performing and
reporting the additional lests is to allotv the permittee an opportunity to limil
the duration of any potential non-compliance, it is nol to suggest that a single
test result is not reliable or lhal a permil limit violation or polenlial instream
impacl has nol occufted.

K. Monitorine Dates for Ouarterlv Whole Effluent Toxicitv Testinq (Draft Permit Part I
Item A.l at p. 3, note l0)

Comment: The Draft Permit requires quarterly biomonitoring beginning on the effective
date of the permit. The quarters are unlikely to correspond to calendar quarters'

The State Permit also requires quarterly biomonitoring, but the quarters are defined as
calendar quarters (January-March, April-June, July-September, October-December). It is

. unnecessarily burdensome for the permittee to have to maintain two different analysis and
reporting schedules.

Recommendation: Revise note l0 on page 3 of Part I and note 9 on page 5 of Part I to

read as follows:

,,Monitoring and reporting requirements begin on the effective date of this permit.

Measurement and reporting frequency shall be by calendar quartrers. Quarterly biomonitoring
test results are due on or before April 20, July 20, October 20, and January 20 for biomonitoring
conducted during the previous calendar quarter."

EPA Response 44-Kt: EPA agrees and has revised the permit to reflect theSe
changes.

F. Sublethal WET Limits (Draft Permit Part t Item A 2 at page 5)

Comment: The Draft Permit proposes a limit of a NOEC of 85% e{fluent for both lethal

and sublethal tests for both C. dubia and the Fathead Minnow.

If, subsequent to issuance of the permit, the wwTP No. I effluent exhibits lethal or

sublethal effects in a WET test at the critical dilution ol85%, the facility will be deemed to be in
violation ofthe permit. The responsible action for SJRA to take at that point is to initiate a TRE

to determine lhecause of the test failures so thal a strategy can be developed to eliminate the test

failures.

However, SJRA may not be able to implement a TRE successfully. Frequently, it is not
possible to obtain meaningful TRE results when the test failures are chronic and only occur at

relalively high effluent concentrations.
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In fact, the Region 6 WET Strategy states, i'Due to the potential difficulty of resolving
toxicity related, in some cases, to identifying toxicants responsible for sublethal effects, EPA
Region 6 will take a graduated approach to TREs and implementation of WET limits where
significant sub-lethal effects are demonstrated only in effluent concentrations greater than 757o
effluent." The Region 6 WET Strategy later states, "...Region 6 will implement limits flor
sublethal limits at the 80% effluent level at this time-" It is not clear whether 

'15Vo effluent or
80% effluent is intended to be the upper limit; but, clearly, it is recognized that, if a sublethal
limit is to be established. it should be less than the 85% effluent limit currently proposed,
according to EPA policy.

The Region 6 WET Strategy recognizes that it is inequitable to impose a limit that cannot
be met by reasonable diligence on the part of the permittee. Establishing a permit limit of 85%
effluent for sublethal test failures is inequitable because of the unavailability of tools that will
allow SJRA to identify the cause oftest failures at that level. If the causes oftest failures cannot
be determined, appropriate control actions cannot be identified that will result in complianee
with the permit .

As previously stated, SJRA objects to the establishment of a WET limit(s) in the permit
for WWTP No, l. However, if EPA proceeds with issuance of a WET limit, different limits
should be established for the lethal and sublethal tests.

Recommendations: If WET limits are imposed, revise item A.2 of Part I at page 5 to
establish different limits for lethal and sublethal tests. The recommended limits are as follows:

. Lethal: lCzs = 85% effluent

. Sublethal: ICzs = 75% effluent

EPA Response 45-F1: As previously discussed, with the critical dilution
revised to 69o/o efiluent, the above dffirentiation is now mool. IYET limits are
established at 69oh efiIuent, well below the 8594 and 75% Ievels proposed by.
the permittee, and well within the range af effuent dilutions with proven
success in the performance of both lethal and subJethal TREs. Also see EPA
Responses 4-DI and 40-D1.

C. Compliance Determination for Chronic Tests (Draft Permit Part I pgs. 2, 5; Part ll
Item D- l.C at p. 4)

Comment: 
'lhe 

Draft Permit provides that for the WET limits, a permit violation occurs
for every test where the organism response at the critical dilution is statistically different from
the organism response in the control.

SJRA strongly objects to the inclusion of WET limits in the permit. However, if a limit is
included, the basis for determining compliance with the limit should be substantially revised.
The importance of basing decisions on the ICzs endpoint rather than NOEC has already been
discussed.
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EPA Response 46-Gl: For the reasons discussed in EPA Response 40-D1,
EPA disagrees that the WET limits should be based on the ICzs endpoint,
rather than the NOEC endpoint.

Comment: In addition, the Drali Permit provides that every test where the organism
response at the critical dilution is statistically different from the organism response in th8 control
is a permit violation. Imposing a compliance requirement that every test must pass is inconsistent
with the known variability of WET tests, panicularly the 7-day C. dubia survival and
reproduction tests. It imposes a standard that cannot be consistently achieved regardless of the
diligence of the permittee, There are many sources that document chronic test variability- For
brevity sake, only the C. dubid lesl is discussed below. The variability of the Fathead Minnow
test is only slightly less than the variability of the C dubia lesl. Examples of studies
documenting chronic test variability follow.

EPA Response 47-G2: EPA disagrees. EPA's WET testing methods have been
upheld in court. See Edison v. EPA, 391 F.3d 1267 (DC Cir. 2004)- The DC
Circuit Court olAppeals determined that while IAET, like all testing, has some
associated variability, the variability associoled v)ith WET lesling is nol
excessive and results of l{ET testing are reliable with respect to use in the
NPDES permitting and compliance programs. In point offdcL of the seventy-
seven C. dubia chronic tests conducted for SJM by three different contract
laboratories over afive year period (2001 - mid-2006), only 3 tests (4%) were
invalid or not successfully completed. The record at SJM in this regard is nol
unusual in EPA's experience and is in keepingwith the aclual results of EPA's
Interlaboratory Study-



ln addilion to comments on the terms and conditions of the proposed permit
SJM also provided the following commenls that were general in nature and
have no direcl bearing on EPA's final permil decision. However, because
EPA found numerous errors and mis-stalemenls of fact in lhese comments
EPA has included responses to lhese comments for lhe record.

V. NON-PERMIT SPECIFIC COMMENTS

E. Definiaion of NOEC (Draft Permit, Part II Items D- 1.b and D'1.e at pgs. 3-4: Part Il
ltems D.4.a at p. 9)

Comment: The Draft Permit defines NOEC as the "greatest effluent dilution at and

below which lethality that is statistically different from the control (0% ef{luent) at the 95%
confidence level does not occur." (emphasis added). The Draft Permit goes on to define a

chronic lethal test failure as a "demonstration of a statistically significant lethal effect at test

completion to a test species al or below the critical dilution." It defines a chronic sublethal test
failure as a "demonstration of a statistically significant sublethal effect (i.e, growth or
reproduction) at test completion to a test species a/ or below the critical dilution." In addition,
section D.l.c defines a WET limit violation as occurring when "the effluent fails a test endpoint
at or below the critical dilution." Finally, the provisions for reducing the monitoring frequency
for the Fathead Minnow state that the permittee may apply for tesiing frequency reduction upon
completion of the first four consecutive quarters of testing with 'ho lethal or sub-lethal effects
demonstrated at o r below the critical dilution."

NOEC should not be retained as the endpoint for chronic tests- However, if it is, the
definition in the Draft Permit must be revised. The NoEC definitions, and all permit provisions
dependent on a determination of NOEC, should be revised to delete the phrase "and below'"
Thls definition is inconsistent with EPA'5 own guidancear and the current definition used by the
TCEQ in TPDES permits. A finding of a significant effect at a dilution below the critical
dilution does not constitute a test failure. This inappropriate rhodification of the definition of
NOEC substantially increases the risk of having to report a test as exhibiting toxicity when it
would be inappropriate to do so. The Draft Permit should be modified to define NOEC in

accordance with EPA's own guidance.

At one time TCEQ included the phrase "or below" in the definition of NOEC in TPDES
permits. The definition was revised to delete the phrase "or below," in accordance with EPA
guidance, and EPA approved the revision.a2 It is not appropriate for EPA now to include this
inconect definition in the Draft Permit.

Recommendation: Delete the pkase "or below" from the following sections of the Draft
Permit: page 3 of Part II (Section D.1-b), page 4 ofPart II (Section D.l.c), and page 9 ofPart II
(Section D.4.a).

or Chronic Freshwater Cuidance at p.37, Section 9.1.1.2.
a See email correspondence from Phillip Jennings, EPA, to Mike Pfeil, TCEQ, dated April 29, 2004, at Aftachme[t
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EPA Response 48-EI: EPA disagrees. The defnition is not incorrecl. Although we
recognize the WET method manual defnition of NOEC, the original inre of the
definition was based on a linear dose response, with toxicity increasing as the eJfluenl
dilulion increases. However, as demonstrated in EPA's Method Guidance and
Recommendations for Whole EJIuent Toxicity ((ET) Testing (40 CFR Part 136), EPA
821-8-00-004, July 2000, there are several acceptable non-linear dose response curves.
NPDES permits issued by EPA Region 6 and its other Slates began using the
phraseology in our standard permil language lo ensure rhat data is reported accuralely.
Some permillees have reporled iests as passing at the highest elfluent dilution tested,
even d the efJluenl failed at every other enluent dilution tested. At a minimum, the
permitting authority should review such lesl results. As has been previously poinred out,
where a permitlee has a question about test results, they should imm9dialely contacl the
permitting authority and request a technical review of the lest. EPA Region 6 has been
providing this assistance for over ten years and will continue to do so- EPA provides
limely review, usually within one to two days, and guidance on how to report lhe test
results, whether retesting is required, etc.

Comment: EPA Interlaboratory Variability Study Split Sample Testing

The Interlaboratory Variability Study was conducted by EPA from September 1999 to
April 2000.4r As part of this study, EPA split samples ofa reference toxicant, an effluent, and a
receiving water and sent lhe split samples to multiple laboratories. EPA asked the laboratories to
identify the lethal and sublethal NOEC for each sample. There were 34 participating laboratories.
Collectively, these laboratories performed 48 tests of the reference toxicant sample, 27 tests of
the effluent samplg, and 13 tests of the receiving water sample. Some tests were unsuccessful or
invalid so the total number oftest results reported is less than the number oftests performed. (In
fact, only I0 ofthe 88 resulted in reportable resuhs, i,e., only 80% ofthe tests were successfully
completed. It is unlikely that EPA would accept this low rate of test competition from a
permittee). Also, apparently, the reference toxictint sample was incorrectly lormulated because
most (but not all) laboratories reported NOEC Values lor survival and reproduction in the
reference toxicant of 1007o, which suggests there was no toxicant present.

The results of this testing are presented in Table 9.12 of ths EPA Interlaboratory Variability
Study. The results are also presented in Table A herein. As can be seen from Table A, the
laboratories reported a wide range of results for what should have been identical samples. In
each case, the median value is the value reported by most (65% - 97"/o) of the laboralories. lt

could be presumed that the median value is the "conect" value for eaeh sample. (Therg is no
truly "correct" value because the test result is defined by organism responSe, which is variable
between organisms. No one group oi organisms is the "correct" group.) However, for most (4

out of 6) samples and endpoints (survival or reproduction), approximatelv 300/o of the
laboratories reported a value different than the correct value. Further, when the test result was
dilferent lhan the conect value, il was much more likely to be less than the correct value (which
would be a false positive) than to be greater than the correct value (which would be a false

al Sea Interlaboratory Study.
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EPA Response 49-E2: EPA disogrees. This comment suggesls a bias on the
part of laboratories that, if Iheir results are inconsislent with the meclian
value (oJ all labs and tests), the results are more likely rc iru)icate more, not
less, toxicity than the median value. This comment shows a lack of
understanding with respect to data lhdt have a conslrained value (i.e., 100o4
sample). With WET dala, one does no! expect a normal distribution of the
endpoint around a median value when that value is at a near l00oZ sample
because il is impossible to have definitive NOEC values > 1A0%. Therefore,
any discernible variation in NOEC values in this situation can only be less
than 100%. The actual distribution of values > 1A0'% is unknown- This
situalion is analagous ta chemistry analyses al the method detection limit
(i.e., no quantifiable analyle present). If one were to look al inter'lab
variability of reported chemical concenlralions in a sample below the
detectton limit, undoubtedly lhe same siluation would arise as reported by the
commenter here: most labs would record a median value of beloY'/ dercction
while a few labs would report values greater lhan the median value of no
detecl,on. Again, lhe results appear biased only because the variability
obsemed below deteclion cannot be quantified.

In fact, an aclual lack of bias is shown in EPA's data for the efJluent in Table
A,-provided by lhe commenter. For that satrple, approximately equal numbers
of tesrs were recorded on eilhet side of the median vahe. This woukl not have
occurred if lhere was bias as fie commenter |uggesls.

In addition i! E not apparent how SJM came to some of its observations, e g.
"In fact, only I0 of the 88 resulted'in reportable results, i.e', only 8094 of the
testi were successfully completed." In fact, EPA's s14dy, a peer-reviewed
public document also included 34 blank samples, so 122, not 88, C. dubia
chronic lests were initiated and completed (see the first line of section 9-j l on
page 76 of the document). The 80% completion rak was based on 22 tests
which were ruled invalid for failing to meet test acceplability criteria and two
cases of unacceptable interrupted dose-response. Ihe document also
specifically notes that lhese tests would have been invalidatetl and nol used for
purpot"t of regulatory compliance. As demonstraled by its actions with
regards to the fathead minnow tests from December 2003 and March 2004
above, SJM is alreddy familiar with the invalidation of WET test results. The
blank sample analysis showed that a single false positive tesult was detected-
This resulted in a false posilive rate of 3.7%, well within lhe statistical 594
margin of error and signiJicantly less than SJM's undocumented 3094 false
positive rate. In fact the only means for determining a true lab false positive
rate is to do what EPA did, send out unidentified noh-loxic blank samples and
see which labs report toxicity. A false positive cannot be identiJied using either
efrluent or ombienl wdter samples, because they may have toxicant(s) in them.



In standard hypothesis rcsring such as the NOEC analyses used in SJM'I
permil, thefalse positive rate is conlrolled by the alpha level, which is typically
sel al 0.05. This means only I in 20 tests on average miqht reiect the null
hypolhesis, and. d.eclare an eflluent toxic when in facl it is not False negatives'
on the other hand are uncontrolled, which meavs that the false negalive rate
could be far grealer thon 0.05.

NOEC analysis is designed to ensure that when one reiects lhe null hypothesis
(hat the efluenl is nol loxic), one is fairly certain thal this hpohesis is noI
ftue given lhe lest dala. The result is that variable control reproduclion data
makes it more likely, not less, that rhe efJluenl will pass the lest. This was
evidenced more than once in SJM's tesling hislory. For example, the May 27,
2001 test the reported NOEC = 86% (i-e., test "passed", see EPA Figure l),
despite the fact lhal mean reproduction at the crilical effluenl concenlration
was t0.2 offspring per female (minimum allowable control reproduction is I5
offspring per female) and on$ 6A.7% of the control mean rcprcduction in this
lest. This example shows how the analysis approach, designed primarily to
contro! against false positive test resulls, is a weak control for false negalives;
the effIuent was declared non-toxic tehen it should have been considered toxic
(i.e., false negative).

EPA did a power analysis of severul types of WET test methods as part of its
II'ET Variabitity Guidance (USEPA, 2000) and determined that, compared to
the conlrols, a large percentage (over halJ) of C. dubia chronic lests
demonslrated relatively poor power lo detect a 25oh decrease in reproduclion-
This underscores the fact that the false negalire rarc, rather than the false
positiie rate, k fairly high for the C. dubia rcsr (naybe as high as 0.25, or one
oul offour tests).

N u m b e r  o f Y o ! n g  P r o c t u c e d  P e r  F e m s l e  a t  7  D d y s
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EPA Figure l. Mean number ofyoung per female reported by effluent concentration
for the SJfu{ effluent in the May 27, 2001 test. The aoalysis indicated no effect ofthe
emuent rNOEC = 86%).
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EPA also notes that.if an IC25 rather lhan NOEC were used to evaluale llt'ET
compliance, SJM would have likely failed more tests than they did- In other
words, there were many tests for this ffiuent in whtch a 250% effect on
reproduclion could not be detected at a critical effluenl concentration using' 
the NOEC analysis, but which would have been detected as test failures if an
ICz; had been established as the endpoint. Again, this demonstrates lhat false
negatives, not false posilives, are of much higher concern in lhis permit-

It is also importanl to note lhal three different labs reporled severa! (a total of
23) failed tests for this facility over the past fve years. The lact that toxicity
has been observed by rhese dffirent labs, yielding a combined test fail rate >

3095 (almost I out of every 3 lests conducted on average), indicates that the
tesl variobility issues raised by the commenter are iffelevan! and the test

failures are not related to variability.

Finally, EPA notes that SJM Table A dffirs from EPA's Table 9.12- The last
two columns of EPA's Table 9.tZ have been replaced with different headers
and values in lhe various boxes.

Comment: Reference Toxicanl Charts

The variabiliiy of the test also can be observed by inspecting reference toxicant cha(s
prepared by the laboratories that conduct WET tests. At least once each month, a WET
laboratory runs a WET test with a known toxicant in order to confirm that its organisms are
responding within an acceptable range. The result ofeach test is plotted on a 24-month graph to
indlcate the normal range of variability for that specific laboratory. Fiqures A ani B are

reference toxicant chafls (C. dubia) for lwo laboratories that conduct WET testing." These

laboratories use sodium chloride as the toxicant and repcrt tlre ICzs value for the test, which is

the concentration ofsodium chloride that produces a 250lo reduclion in reproduction

For the two laboratories whose results are presented on Fiqures A and B, the medianlCzs
is approximately 600 mg/L ofsodium chloride. However, depending on the laboratory and lhe

month, th* lC25 ranled from approximately 260 ng/L sodium chloride to approximately 890

mg7l., a difference of approximately plus or minus 50%-

* See Auachment E for underlying laboratory tepo.ts.
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This variability can be compared to the variability of chemical analyses for chloride
concenlrations in this range. Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewatet
indicates that the relative standard deviations for the results of chloride tests typically used for
concentrations in this range (Argentometric Method and Mercutic Nitrate Method) are 3-4Vo-
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This means that 95% of the time (l out of20 samples) the values reported for a standard sample
containing 600 mg/L ofsodium chloride would be between 540 mg/L to 640 mg/L.

These charts confirm that, as observed in the data from the EPA Interlaboratory
Variability Study, while a median value of multiple tests may approximate the "correct" answer,
any single test can be significantly wrong. Further, inspection of the reference toxicant charts
eonfirms that results may differ from the median for several months at a time. Therefore,
conducting one or two additional tests in consecutive months has a low likelihood of producing
the coffect value-

EPA Response 50-E3: EPA agrees with SJRA's statement that WET
variability is comparable to the variability associated with chemical analysis,
with chloride concentrations given as the example chemical compound.
However, this does not supryrt SJRA's contention that WET limits should be
excluded from lhe permit. WET testing variability is comparable to chemical
testing variability and both, as established by EPA regulations at 40 CFR
122.44 and 40 CFR | 36, provide a fully adequate basis for NPDES permitting,
Iimits and compliance. See Edison Elec. Inst. v. EPA, 391 F-3d 1267
(upholding validity of EPA's lyET test methods).

However, the comparison made is at best unfair and inaccurate- A more
appropriate comparison here might be between WET test variability for
sublethal endpoints with variabitity in chemical rrults near the method
detection limit. A chloride concentralion of 600 mg/L' ds discussed by the
commenrcr, $ a very high concentration for the method and a range that is
easily and accurately measured- The same would be true for samples that are
extremely acutely toxic (i.e., very high toxicity); Iabs would have linle diffculty

'' 
in identifying low l{ET endpoints (e.g., LC5n, 1C25, etc-) for such a sample-
However, for samples that have more subtle toxic effects (e.g-' only sublethal
effects), inter-lab variabllity is more akin to the type of arnlyticgl chemistry
variability obsemed in lowJevel analyses. Such analyses often report higher
interJab or inter-sample differences.

The reference toxicant charts presented by the commenter as "evidence" show
some of the types of variabilily thal may be observed over time in a laboratory,
however, these ore far from lhe norm in EPA's experience. Particalarly for
Lab "8" (Figure B), the data indicate a fairly sudden radical change in
organism response lhat persists over several months Good laboratory
practices would call into ques!ion this change and should initiate afull Quality
Control inspection to determine: (l) if the change real and not an artifact of
incorrect dilutions, change in reagent quality, etc. and (2) if it is real, why, and
should control limits be reset? The examples provided by the commenler
demonstrate that fairly consistent results can be obtained if a laboratory
maintains a Quality Management Program (such as that required for NELAC
accreditation) and doesn't blindly accept any and all reference toxicanl test
results,



As a case in point, EPA analyzed refere,nce loxicant (NaCI) data supplied to
the permitlee by Advent Labs, the ldb that conducted l{ET tests for SJM fron
2002 - present. During this time, out of a total of 40 rests examined, 33
(82.5%) had an ICr between 500 and 815 mg/L NaCl (EPA Figure 2) The
coeffrcient ofvariation (CV) for these data was 2l%o. These data demonstrale
reasonable consislency in lhe ICr value over lime.

EPA Figrre 2. Reference toxicant ICrr values reported by Advent Labs, the primary contract lab

used by SJRA, for C daDia reproduction and NaCl.

This poinl is made even more clearly in the control reproduclion values from
WET tests conducted for SJRA. IJsing again the data generated by Advent
Labs ftecause this lab conducted most of the tests for this facility)' EPA
observed thal mean control reproduction for each year ranged between 24-3
and 27.0 berween 2002 and 2006 (EPA Figure 3) and had an overall mean =

25.9 + 3.tS kd) (EPA Figure 3). Even more important, the coeffcient of
variation (CV) for reproduction in any given year was never higher than
12.2% (EPA Figure 4). These data indicate high reproducibility in the control

'performance 
from test to test over time and therefore, high confidence in the

results, including those lhat indicate noncompliance with WET triggers. '
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egnlqg4 National Reference Toxicant Database

As wide as the results arc that are reflected on the two reference toxicant charts presented
herein, the actual variability of the test is much greater. This is reflected in the data maintained
by EPA in the National Reference Toxicant Database.

The WERF Report determined test variability using reference toxicant data compiled by
EPA. The database and the quality assurance protocols applied by EPA are described in Section
3 of the WET Variability Document. The WET Variability document states that for each test in
the database, EPA personnel or an EPA contractor calculated the effect concentration, verified
rhat all test acceptability criteria has been met, and verified that the statistical flow chart for
evaluating the raw dala had been followed correctly. The WET Variability Dacument further
states that "thus, all summary statistics and estimates were calculated from the replicate data and
strictly followed the most current EPA rest methods."as

The WERF Report on test vatiability presents a graphical suffimary of the tCzs values for
the chronic 7-day C. da6ra reproduction tesl as reported in the National Reference Toxicant
Database. The reference toxicanl in these tests was the same reference toxicant that was used by
the two laboratories for which results are presented on Fiqure A and Figure B, sodium chloride.
The summary in the WERF Report of the reproduction test results is reproduced on Fiqure C'

Data from 24 laboratories are presented on Figure C. Circles document the results of
individual tests reported by the laboratory. The short, solid, horizontal line on each vertical line
represents the median of the ICzs values reported by that laboratory. The dotted horizontal line
that crosses the entire chart is the median of all of the IC25 values reported by the different
Iaboratories.

As indicated on Figure C, the median IC25 fot reproductioq based on all of the tests in
the EPA National Database, is almost 2,000 mg/L of sodium chloride (which is much greater
than the 600 mg/L values reported by the two laboratories whose results are presented on Fisures
A and B). Median IC25 reproduction values lor individual laboratories range from approximately
1,000 mg/L to approximately 5,000 mg/L. lndividual test results range from approximately 600
mgil- to over 20,000 mg/L.

Similar widely distributed results can be observed for the 7-day chronic C. dubia stxvival
test. Fisure D is also from the WERF Report. It presents a graphical summary of the test results
in the EPA National Reference Toxicant Database for the survival test. As indicated on Figure
D, the median lCus for survival, based on all of the tests in the EPA database is approximately
1,800 mg/L. Median lCzs survival values for individual laboratories range from just over 1,000
mg/L to approximately 3,500 mg/L. lndividual test results range from approximately 300 mgll
to well over 6,000 mg/L.

"  WET Var iab i l i t y  Documenr .  Chapter  3 ,  Sec t ion  3 .1 .
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conclusion: A permit limit based on any chronic wET test is inappropriate because of

the test variability documented above. 'lhere are no actions a permittee can take to ensure it

consistently passes the test, since many factors other than effluent quality can determine test
rdsults.

However, if a limit is imposed, it should be reflective of the variability of the test. The
determination of permit compliance should not be based on an individual test result because of
the high likelihood that any single test can be uffepresentative.

'fhere is no truly "conect" resuh for a WET test because the test result is defined by the

responses of the specific organisms used in that individual test (organisms are not equivalent to
meters that consistently respond the same way to the same concentration of a substance). The
fact that different sets of organisms respond differently is documented in the Vr'ET test results
reported in the EPA National Reference Toxicant Database fdr C. dubia. All of these tests were
conduc[ed on solutions containing thb same toxicant, sodium chloride, and all other variables
were-controlled in accordance with test protocols. Nevertheless, the test results are very

different, 
'lhe 

results for the Fathead Minnow tests are not distributed over quite as wide a range
as the C. dubia tests, but are still highly variable.

If compliance is to be judged based on the chronic WET test, it should be based on the
central tendency of the data. As shown in the Interlaboratory Variability Study, ihere can be a

moderate degree of agreement among tests and laboratories regarding the median value for a
sample. However, both the Interlaboratory Variability Study and the reference toxicant charts
show that the median must be determined based on a sufficienl number oftests. As shown on the
reference toxicant charts, testing o; three successive months is not su{ficient to define the central
tendency of the data.

Recommendation: lf a WET limit is imposed, the method for determining compliance
set forth on page 4 ofPart II (Section D.l.e) should be revised to read as follows:

"The conditions of this item are effective beginning with the effective date of the WET
limit. When the median of all tests conducted during the previous twelve months exceeds the
ICzs value set forth in Part I of this permit, the permittee shall be considered in violation of this
permit limit, and the testing frequency for the afiected species will increase to monthly until such
time as compliance with the ICzs effluent limitation is demonstrated, at which time the permittee

may retum to the testing frequency stated in Part t of the Draft Permit. The median value shall

be recalculated and reported each month based on the results during the previous twelve-month
period."

EPA Response 51-E4: EPA disagrees wilh lhe presumptions presenled- Over
250 TREs have been performed in EPA Region 6, with llET linits included
in over 150 permits since 1989, and many permittees have operated under
signifrcantly more slringent IYET limit critical dilutions for years wilhout
reported violalions or penalties for occasional violations. The lack ofuse of
an IC2i or median approach has not beenfound to be problematic for any of
the other Region 6 permittees v,ith WET limits in their permits. Wen
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previously queried on this issue, the Region 6 States hdve not indicated
interest or requested revisions to lhe current approach and EPA Region 6
does not anticipate such signifcant revisioks Io reporting WET limit
compliance in the near future.

EPA has significan! concerns with the manner in which the WERF Variability
Sludy was conducted. Although it is unclear in the report, it appears lhat the
data sets used in the analysis referenced in this commenl: l) contained test
data indicalive of performance using obsolete methods (e.g., conducled
between 1988 and 1994), 2) only one of the data sets was included in the
repor! and lhal one was extensively censored (e.g., the number of tesls
included in the data base does nol match the number of tests ikcluded in the
analysis, nor does the number of tests included in the data base match the
number of tests included in the National WET data base from which the data
were reportedly drawn). The ralionale and methbds used to censor the dala
are noi discursed..and .the second data sel is not even included in lhe
appendices of the report. As such, it is impossible for readers or reviewers of
this report to understand which data were used in the analyses, and possibly of
gredter impo ance, to understand why some dola were not used.

[n aamining the C. dubia chronic data reported by I(ERF, it is also clear thar
the authors and reviewers did not critically evaluate the accuracy or quality of
the data. For example, the report indicates IC25 values for C. dubia
reproduction and NaCl up to 20 ppt salinity (in facl the authors reporl several
IC25 values > 5 ppt salinity for this test method and reproduclion) These
results are clearly impossible and indicate either lranscription errors or poor
judgment on the part of lhe authors and reviewers as to wha! constitutes
accurale data for this endpoint. It is well established in the peer reviewed
Iilerature that the ICzs for C. dubia reproduction and NaCI is approximately
1.0 ppt and certainly no greater than 2.0 ppl

EPA's analysis of the reference toxicant database (the same one used for the
WERF Report) for this tesl melhod indicated a CV = 27%o for lhe reproduclion
ECu (JSEPA, 2000). In this analysis, EPA obsemed that the variobility in
IC25 values \eas signiJicantly higher for those lesls cokducted prior lo 1995'
when the Iest method was updated by EPA (9d' percentile CYs = 0.55 and
0.37 for pre-1995 and post-1995, respectively). Th[s result is understandable
because labs received improved method guidance in 1995 to help ensure
higher qualiry data from this test. Furthermore, laboratories had grealer
experience conducting the method by 1995. Despite lhe authar's assertion lhat
they used the most recenl dala, in facL by including tesl dala as for back as
1988, they did not. They included dala from when the test melhod was frst

published in EPA manuals and labs had had lit e experience conducting the
test. Thus, the WERF Reporl did not accomplish one of its main objeclives,
which is to report the current stalus of WET test performance and tesl
variability. Had the authors been lruly professional and unbiased, they should
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have examined IC25 variability as a function of the year in which the test was
conducled, and analyzed only the truly currcnl test dalafor this lesl method'

Another issue with the data is lhat lhe representation of laboratories for the C.
dubia test was sparse and unbalanced despile claims made othenuise by the
aulhors. The database supposedly relied on by the authors (in Appendix C of
the IYERF Report) had only l5 labs represented, several ofwhich had few tests
represented. A handful of labs were apparently responsible for mosi of the
data. This ulls into question the generality of the results and undericores the
unreliability of study conclusions given the data quality issues raised above.

The analysis used in the WERF Report was based on C. dubia reference
toxicant tests that tested only lhree loxicanl concentrations (0.5, 1.0, and 2.0
ppr NaCl) in addition to the control, This is too feu) concentrations with which
to derive precise IC25 endpoints, particularly given the fact that nearly all of
the tests hare dn IC2s somewhere belween 0-5 and 1.0 ppt NaCl, as the WERF
Report demonslrates- The concenlralion spacing used in lhe IVERF analysis is
too wide for this species and endpoinl, therefore artifcially inJlating the
Lpparcnt variability among !abordlories. Toxicologisls recognize that
concentrations need to be more closely spaced in order lo develop an accurole
and precise concentration-response curve and, lherefore, more precise
endpoints. Three toricant concentrations, as used in the WERF Report, is
generally insuflicient for this purpose and, for most state accredilalion
programs, would nol be considered a valid reference loxicant test.

Finally, EPA notes that NaCl IC25 values for C. dubia are reported in parts per
lhousond. This is a very crude measure of lhe exposurc contentrations used in
NaCl reference toxicant tests. Most laboratories, if not all, report the NaCI
concentration in mg/L, as shown in the reference toxicd rtgures used by the
commefiter and the one from Advent Labs presented in EPA Figure 2 of these
responses. This is becawe as pointed out earlier, the IC25for lhis endpoint is
typically below 1000 ng/L (l ppt) and most labs, therefore, run NaCl
concentralions in the mglL range. In fact, in EPA's experience, most labs
conduct testi using several concentrations between 0 and 100A mg/L because
the IC25 is generally within this iange. To use only one concentration between
0 and 1000 mg/L, as was done in the WERF analysis, is insufficient for
bbraining inter-lab variability eslimates. Furthermore, rounding the
concentralion to parts per thousand is likcly to induce a large margin oferror
given the NaCl range applicable to C. dubia (0-0 8 ppt). As a result, the
specifc tesl. concentrations that the authors relied on in their variability
analyses are associaled with unknown (and probably high) error.

In addition to data issues with the WERF Reporl, EPA has issues with some of
the statistical procedures as noted below.
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Mixed Effecrs Model

Warren-Hicl<s et al. dnalyze the reference toxicity dato for variance
componenls in two ways, frst via a standard random effects model, lhen via a
hi e rarchi col Baye s approac h.

The random effects model was performei nsrng SIS satistical analysis
software, specifcally the VARCOMP procedure, and apparently presented
severe difficulties to the researchers in obtaining stable results. They first
attempted a pure random effecls model then switched to a mixed effects model
with test concentration as afixed effect. In order to do this, lhe data ser had to
be pared down significantly to select only specifc consistent concentrotion
levels. Further paring was then required to supposedly create a "balanced
data set." As a result, only about 1095 of the available data was actually used
in the WERF analyses. Choosing to treat NaCl concentration as a fxed effect
in their statistical analysis tremendously exaggerated the elfect of this factor
on WET variability results. Test concentration, in and of itself is meaningless
when divorced from the endpoint actually u$ed to judge WET performance and
compliance- In data evaluation toxicologisls are less concerned with eflects at
a specifc concentration than the concentration-response pattern developed- It
is therefore, quite possible to htne some variability in response among labs at
a given concentration but to have much less variability in the endpoint of
interest. Figure 5 shows a simple example demonstrating this fact. ln addition'
as discussed previously, the NaCl concentration is generally not measured by
the lab in these tests and infact, lhe authors chose to use data reported in ppt
salinity, a crude measure of exposure in these tests- Given the unknown but
Iikely substantial error associaled with lhe factor "concenlratian" as admilted
by the authors, it is nonsensical to lreat concentration as afixed effec! in their
analyses.

EPA Figure 5. Example concentration-reiponse curves from three labs in C. dubia reference
toxicant t€sts using NaCl demonstrating high variability in response at any given concentration but
vsry simifar mean IC25 values (1C15 = 532 rrt9/L, 541 mg/L and 524 m8/L, for Labs |,2' and 3,
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The primary motivation by the authors for reduclion in data was
dissatisfaction v,ilh lhe VARCOMP resul\. As the authors nole, " ln almost all
cases, models applied to the full data sel provided nonsensical resuhs. In
parlicular, the models returned ne4alive variance componenls'."' Negative
variances are commonly returned when highly unbalanced data are analyzed
using lraditional analysis of variance methods. Therefore, for lhe purpose of
this project, lhe researchers only ran the mixed effects model on lhe relatively
balanced data containing consislent concenlrolions among the individual LIET
tesls in the dala sel. "

In fact, negalive variance estimales are often obtained in random effecls
models, and "have bothered salisticians for many years, as is evidenced by the
great variety of artempts which have been made to resolve the problems " (Box

and Tiao, 1973, see: Box, George E. P. and George C. Tiao. " Bayesian
Inference in Statistical Analysis (wilh Errara)". Reading, Massachuselts:
Addison-ll'tesley Publishing Company, 1973). They arise when the total
variance measured at lhe aggregated levels (i.e. across labs) is greater than
the variance componen! wilhin labs- Then, the eslimate of between lab
variance, which should be lhe aggregaled variance minus the sum of the wilhin
lab variances, comes oul negalive. Among other things this reflects uncertainty
in small sample eslimates of the individual variance components. In lhis case,
treating the concenlration as a fixed effect and ignoring its effect on variance
may also conlribute lo the problem-

In general, editing the dala set because one does not like rhe resuks is not
advisable withoul strong justifcation. Negalive variance estimales seem lo
arise frequently in random efects models, although they are seldom published

' 
(or obvious reasons). However, lhe estimale of negative between-laboralory
variance actually reveals some imporlanl poinls aboul lhe importance of this
variance companent (concentrotion), lhe struclure of the mixed efects model,
and lhe general quality of the dala.

Ilhat are the potential results of the data paring exercise? As noted above, this
problem will arise when the sample variance at lhe higher level of the
hierarchical design is smaller than lhe sum ofvariances a! the lower level- So,
paring the data to get a posilive estimale of betweenJaboratory variance must
have the effect either of increasing lhe apparent between-laboralory variance
or tlecreasing lhe apparent withinJaboralory (plus error) variance- As a
result, conclusions about .lhe relative magnitude of between-laboratory and
within-laboratory variance from the mixed effects.model are suspect al best.

. Even with the reduced data set, lhe estimated between lahoratory variances
are quile low, and range from less lhan I to about 30 percenl of the total
variance.

The aulhors then claim " simitar.findings " lor rhe new resulls relative lo lhose
published in Vtlanen-Hick et al. (2000), which used supposedly older test
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methods. As discussed above, this claim by the authors is unfounded. The
variance analysis approach was also different, with the older (2000) study
using a full random effecls model, including concentration as a random effect.
Resuhs for among-laboratory variance and the sum of test plus eruor variance
can be examinedfor seven tests (EPA Table 2). The aclual variance sums show
some cons,stehcy, at least in lerms of relative magnitude. Of interest i's the
ratio of among laboratory to Iest plus error variance. In every case, lhese
ratios are higher for the 2006 study than for the 2000 study, often by a
substantial amount. In olher wordg the selective paring of data appears lo
have artiJicially enhanced the estimated importance of among-laboratory
variabilily, just as predicted above.

EPA Table 2. Comparison of Variance Components in Waren-Hicks et al. {2006) and Warren-
Hicks et at. (2000)

Species Reference
Toxicant

Endpoint Sum ot among Lab, Test,
and Error Vadance

Ratio ofamong Lab to
Test plus Error variance

2006 2000 2006 2000

P. prgmelas NaCl SuMval 0.09 0.029 0.125

P- promelas NaCl GroMh 0.012 0.037 0.20 0.057

C. dubia NaCl Reproduction 39.3 99.1 0 .26 0.057

C. dubia NaCl Survival 0.r5 0.1 o.25 0.051

H. ru[escens ZnSOr Larval 0.056 o.25 o . t 2

M. pyifera CuCl Gefmination 0.025 0.027 0.25 0.039

M. pyife@ CuCl Tube 4.47 6.79 0.42 0.087

Hierarchical Bayes Model

The second approach taken by the authors to evaluate variance comPonents is
a hierarchical Bayes approach- This is exactly the approach recommended by
(and developed at great length by) Box and Tigo (1973) to address the
problems inherent in a sampling-theory, classical approach to variance
components.

Hoiwever, EPA nolices that the results from the hierarchical Bayes approach
qre apparently inconsistent wilh the results from the mixed effects model. In
almost every case, lhe sum of variance componenls and the individual variance
compone ts reportedfrom the hierarchical analysis are much greater than lhe
sum of variance components reported from the mixed effects model on the
same'data. (While the individual variances in the hierarchical model are not
necessarily additive, the variances reporled are partitioned from total variance
intu two components "wing a traditional random effects model.") Further, the
results (Table 2-3 in the WERF Report) for the hierarchical analysis show that
amongJab variance is generally greater than within-lab variance, which
seems to contradict the fndings of the mixed effects model.
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EPA notes that the hierarchical analysis does not require data paring and a
larger data set was used in this analysis than for the mixed elfects model.
Anorher important distinction that makes direct comparison of the mixed
effects and hierarchical models dfficult is that the hierarchical analysis used a
generalized linear model (GLIM) approach lo relate the obserpations to the
underlying meta-paramelers. Speclically, responses were assumed to depend
on a one-parameter distribution (binomial for mortality, Poisson for counts)
A transformation of the parameter of the response model (Logit for the
binomial parameter, Iog for the Poisson parameter) is then described as a
linear model of thi log of concentrution. Evidently, the Jorm and the
transformations/back-transformations involved in the GLIM approach result in
almost all variance components being larger. Sfficient detail is not provided
lo ascerlain exactly whal has occurred in this approach. Given the
unexplained and undiscussed dffirences between the two merhods, iI is
impossible lo draw frm conclusions from either approach and resulls from
both approaches are suspecl.

SJM also comments lhat lhe high inlerJab variability reporled in the IVERF
Report for the C. dubia test means that there is a high false posilive rate as
well. This statement is factually incorrect. As EPA already discussed in the
abote responses, the WERF Report artifcially inJlated the betweenJab
variability by using only a fraction of the tests available b rhem, using older

.lest data and data that were clearly incorrect, using les! data only from three
widely-spaced concenlralions of NaCl, and treating concentration as o Jixed
effect in their model. EPA's analysis of truly current te data (over 600 tests
and 30 labs) that have been qualiry assured for accuracy, indicate CVs and
minimum signficant diflerences (MSDs) for this test method thal are well
wilhin lhose reportedfor many promulgated chemical methods.

Furthermore, test varidbility is not synonymous with fdlse positive rate. As
noted in previous EPA responses, the false negative rate is unconlrolled in
current WET analysis approaches and available information conpiled by EPA
indicdtes false negalives ca.n be as, or more common, lhanfalse posilives.

Finally, with respect to the proposal for an annual averoging for a WET lim.it,
lhe stochastic nature of toxic excursions at waslewater treatmenl plants are
influenced by manyfactors (e-g., inputs oftoxic materials to the sewer syslems,
roin events, and the timing of various other upsets). As such, iI is expected that
if Ioxicity is observed in the effluent from a wastewater teatment planl that is
operating normally, it may ctccur on a periodic and episodic basis, as
evidenced by toxicity aI the SJM facility. Because only a small portion of the
efiluent is tested to determifie Ioxicity (three days a month under a monthly
chronic testing scheme), Ihere is a signifcanl concern thal any lor.icity
detected in such tesls is representative of longer-term toxic impacts to the
receiving stream. The damage associated with such impacts is done at the time
of discharge. As such, even though annual averaging of tesl resulls may
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appear lo indicdle no net impacts or exceedances of the II.ET limits, the
periodic excursions of IVET llmils are of signifcant concern and should not be
discounted. In fact, the period required for recovery of slream syslems is
expected Io require up to a year or more (fSD, pages 29, 36,72,98, 134).
Therefore, il is necessary to continue to monilor and limit whole efrluent
toricity on a more frequint basis in order to prevent longerlerm impacts that
might be masked by an annual averaging period-



TEXTOX MENU #3 - PERENNIAL STREAM OR RIVER

The warer quality-based effluent limitations dcmonsrated below are calculated using:

. Tabte l, | 99? Texas Surface Water Quality Slandards (10 TAC 30?) for Freshwater Aquatic Life
Table 3,2000 Texas Surface Water Quality Standards for Human Health
"Procedures to lmplement the Texas Surface Water Qualify Standards," Texas Commission on

Environmental Quality, January 2003.

PERMITTEE INFORMATION :
Permittee Namel
TPDES Permit No:
Outfal l  No:
Prepared By:
Datei

DISCHARCE INFORMATION:
Recejving Waterbody:
Segmcnt No:
TSS:
pH :

Hardness:

Chloride:
Emucnt Flow for Aquatic.Life (MCD)
Critical Low Florv t7Q2l (cft
Chronic E{lluent % for Agualic Life:
Acute Emuent 7o for Aquatic Lifci
Eff luent Flow for Human Health (MCD):
Harmonic Mean Flow (cfs):
l luman Heal|h Emuenl96:
Public Water Supply Use:

SJRA RUN #I
TX0054t86
001
LEG
May l, 2007

Panther Creek - FW Fish only
1008
t 3
6.7
30
53't.8

5.32
69.40
90.07

I t.43
51.36
No

Dissolv.d
Fraclion
(cd/cD

t .00
0 .51
0.26
0.20
0.20
| ,00
0.33
0. r  8
L00
0.40
r .00
0-3 I
0.2'l

CALCULATE TOTAL/DISSOLVED RATIO:
Strearn/River Interccpt (b) Slope (m) Parlition

Met.l Coeflicietrt
(Kpo)

Aluminum N/A N/A N/A
Arsenic 5.68 -0.73 73590.417

Cadmir.rm 6.60 .l.ll 219403.773
Chromium (Total) 6-52 -0.91 304812-416
chromium (+l) 6.52 -0.93 304812.436
chromium (+6) N/A N/A N/A

Copper 6.02 -0.74 156921.108
Lead 6.45 -0.80 362114.002

Mercury N/A N/A N/A
Nickel 5.69 -0.57 I 13514.748

Selenium N/A N/A N/A
Silver 5.18 - l-03 170859.192
Zioc 5.10 -0.70 209044.931

Assumed

Wstet
Effects Rtliq

(wER)
1.00 AssurDed
i.00 Assumed
l-00 Assumed
1.00 Assumed
1.00 Assumed
1.00 Assumed
|,00 Assumed
1.00 Asslmed
1.00 Assumed
1.00 Assumed
1.00 Assumed
l-00 Assumcd
1.00 Assumed

Assumed

Assumed

Assumcd



AQUATIC LIFE
CALCULATE DAILY AVERACE AND DAILY MAXIMUM EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS

A.ute Chronic WLAI
Saaodard Staodard
(us/L) (uC/L)

Parametar

Aldrin
Aluminumd
Arsenicd
Cadmiumd
Carbaryl
Chlordane
Chlorpyrifos
Chromium (+3)d
Chromium (+6)d
Coppey'
Cyanide (free)
4,4'.DDT
D€menton
Dicofol
Dieldrin

Avg. lvt|r.
(ug/L) (uC/L)

r.908 N/A 2.805 5.93i
630.423 N/A 926.721 1960.614
448.t05 412.452 606.305 1282.721
2t.23t t.883 2.'769 5.858
1.272 N/A 1.870 3.957
t.527 0.005 0.007 0-015
0,051 0.045 0.067 0.l4l
2045.052 425.1t2 624-9t5 1322.098
10.178 12.204 t4.962 31.655
tf-938 t5.426 17.549 3't.127
29.t23 | r.860 17.434 16.884
0.700 0.00 | 0.002 0.001
N/A 0 . l l  |  0 .161 0 .345
37.724 21.967 32.29t 68.317
1.590 0.002 0.001 0.007
t33.591 77.660 l14.161 24t.524
0.140 0.062 0.091 0.193
0. | 40 0.M2 0.09 t 0.193
0.t40 0.062 0.091 0.191
0.1r 5 0.001 0.004 0.008
NiA 0.0t I 0.016 0.015
0.33t 0.004 0.006 0,011
1.272 0.089 0. t30 0.276
64.0t9 4.351 6.196 13.51I
N/A 0 .011 0 .016 0 .035
1.527 1.442 2.120 4.485
N/A 0.031 0.049 0.104
N/A 0-001 0.002 0.003
806.585 t56.3?9 229.8'1'1 486.139
0.041 0.014 0.021 0.045
4.268 4.699 6.2'14 13.214
f9.084 33.2E3 28.054 59.3s3
t.272 0,016 0.023 0.048
t2-721 5.547 8.154 17,X52
8-6?0 N/A 12.744 26.962
0.4962 0.0002 0.0003 0.000?
0.083 0.027 0.019 0.083
86.5f6 7 t.004 lo4-J'16 220.822
100.142 157.616 147.208 311.44Q

WLAC LTAI LTAC DailY DoilY

Diuron 2lO '70

Endosulfan (alpha) 0.22 0.056
Endosulfan (beta) 0.22 0.056
Endosulfan sulfate 0.22 0.056
End.in 0.l8 0.0023
Culhion NiA 0-0 t
H€ptachlof 0-52 0.0038
Hexachlorocyclohexane(Lindane)2.0 0.08
Leadd 17.632 0.68'l
Malathion Ni A 0.01
Mercury 2,4 t.3
Methoxychlor N/A 0.01
Mirex N/A 0.001
Nickeld 512.148 56-935
Parathion (ethyl) 0.065 0.013
Pentachlorophenol 6.709 4.235
Phenanthrene l0 30
PolychlorinaledBiphenyls(PCBs)2.0 0,014
Selenium
Silver, (free ion)
Toxaphene
Tributlytin (TBT)
2,4,5 Trichlorophenol
Zincd

HUMAN HEALTH
CALCULATE DAILY AVERAGE AND DAILY MAXIMUNT EFFLUENT LIIT{ITATIONS

Water and FW Fish WLAh LTAh Daily Avg' Daily Nlar'

1.0 N/A
99t N/A
360 r90
8.664 0.44r
2.0 N/A
2.4 0,0043
0.083 0.041
64't.'t99 77 2t4
t 6  l l
6.173 4.574
45.78 10.69
l . t  0 -001
NiA 0.1
59.3 19.8
2.5 0.0019

3-31I N/A
| 100.2 t4 N/A
782.033 535.653
3?.05t 2.446
2.22.0 N/A
2.664 0.006
0.092 0.059
3s69.021 552.094
17t763 15.849
20-834 20.033
50.825 ti.402
t.22t 0.001
N/A 0.144
6s.815 28.528
2.'176 0-003
233.143 100.858
0.244 0.081
0.244 0.08 |
0.244 0.081
0.200 0.003
N/A 0.0 t 4
0.5't7 0.005
2.220 0.1 15
l  l1 .726 5 .650
N/A 0.014
2.664 t-871
NiA 0.043
N/A 0.001
1407.652 ZO3.O90
0.072 0.019
7-449 6.103
33.306 43.225
2.220 0-020
22.204 7 -204
15.130 N/A
0.866 0.0003
0. t44 0.035
150.988 92.213
174.767 204.695

2 0 5
0.92 N/A
0.78 0.0002
0.r3 0.024
t36  64
42.344 38.2r525

Parrmclal

Acrylonilri lc
Aldrin
Arsenicd
Barium'
Benzene

. FW Fish Only (ug/L)
(ug/L)
1.28 r0.9 21.22J
0.00408 0.00426 0.008
50 N/A N/A
2OOO N/A N/A
5 106 206.393

('!g/L) (ug/L)

19 .738 29 .015 61 .385
0-008 0.01 I 0.024
N,/A N/A N/A
N/A N/A NiA
| 9f.946 282. | 60 596.9s2



Parameter

Bcnzidine
Benzo(a)anthracene
Benz4(a)py.ene
Bis(chloromethyl )ether
Cadmiumd
Carbon Tetrachloride
Chlordane
Chlorobenzene
Chlo,oforrn
Ch,omium'
Chrysene
Cresols
Cyanide (free)
4,4'-DDD
4,4'-DDE
4,4'-DDT
2,4',-D
Danitol
Dibromochloromethane
1,2-Dibromoethane
1,3-Dichloropropene (1,3-
Dichloropropylene)
Dield. in

ADichlorobenzene
1,2-Dichloroethane
l, l-Dich loroethy lene
Dicofol
Dioxins/Furans (TCDD Equivalents)
Endrin
Fluoride
Heptachlor
Heptachlor Epoxide
Hexachlorobenzene
Hexschlorobutadien€
Hexachlorocyclohexanc (alpha)
Hexachlotocyclohexane (bcta)
Hexachlorocyclohexane (gamma)
(Lindane)
Hexachloroethane
Hcxachlorophcne
Leao-
Mercury
Methoxyclor
M€thyl Ethyl Ketone
Nitrate-Nitrogen (as Total Nit.ogen)
Nitrobenzene
/V-Nitrosodiethylarninc
N-Nitraso-di-n-Butylamine
PCB's (Polychlorinated Biphcnyls)
Penlachlo.obenzene
Pentachlorophenol
Pyridine

Wrte r sDd FW Fish
FW Fish Ooly (ug,tl)
("c/L)
0.00106 0.00347
0.099 0.8 r0
0.099 0.810
0.00462 0.0193
5 N/A
3.76 8.4
0.0210 0,02 rl
776 1380
f00 t292
r00 3320
o.4t' l  8- t
3 3 1 3  l 3 l  1 6
200 NiA
0_0103 0.0t0
0_00730 0,007
0.00730 0.007
70 N/A
0.'109 0.721
9.20 71.6
0.014 0.13i
22 .8  16 l

0.00t71 0.002
75 NiA
5 73-9
r.63 5_84
0.2 ts  0 .2 t '7
1.34e-07 1.40e-07
1 . 2 7  | . 3 4
4000 N/A
0.00260 0.00265
0 .  t 5 9  t . l
0 .0 !94  0 ,0198
2.99 3.6
0 .163 0 .4r  l '
0.5?0 t.45
0.2 2,00

84.2 278
0.053t 0.053
4.98 25.3
0.0122 0.0122
z.zt 2.22
5.29e+04 9.94€+06
t0000 N/A
37.3 233
0.0382 1.68
t .84  t3 .5
1.30e-03 l-30e-03
6.10 6.68
t . 0  1 3 5
88.  r  13333

WLAh

0.007
t .577

0.038
N/A
t6 .156
0.041
2687.008
2315.663
6464.391
I s.772
25538.260
N/A
0.0 t9
0.0 t4
0 .014
N/A
r.404
t39 .413
0.652
3 t 3_484

0.004
N/A
143.891
I  r .371
0.423
2.13e-07
2.609
N/A
0.005
2.142
0.039
7-010
0.804
2.823
3.894

541.296
0.103
49.762
0.024
4.323
1.94e+07
N/A
4s3.676
14.9s4
26_286
2.53e-03
8.00?
262.860
25960.783

LTAh

0.006
1.467
1.467
0.015
N/A
l 5 . 2 l l
0.039
2498.9 t8
2339-566
60r  1 .889
t4.668
87s4.582
N/A
0.018
0.013
0.011
N/A
t ,306
t29.654
0.607
791.540

0.0M
0.000
133.819
10.575
0.393
2.54e-07
2.426

0.005
1.992
0.016
6.5  r9
0.148
2.626

503.405
0.096
d 5  f t 1

0.a22
4.020
1.80e+07
N/A
421.919
t3.907
24.446

tz.o96
244.459
24 | 43.528

0.009
2 . t 5 6
2. t56
0.051
WA
22.360
0.057
3671.409
3439. r63
8817 .47 6
2t-s6l
34913.356
N/A
o.027
0.0 t9
0 .019
NiA
| . 9 r 9
190.59r
0.892
428.564

0.005

t96.7 | 4
l5_545
0.578
3-73e-07
3-567

0.007
2-928
0.053
9.581
l_099
3.860
5.324

740.006
0.14  |
67.146
0.032
5.909
2.65e+07
N/A
620.220
20.443
3J.936
3.46c-03
t7 .781
159,155
3s490.986

0.020
4.562
4.562
0. t09

47.306
0_t20
1771.634
7276.05 |
t8696.97 4
45.616
'738U.11|

I!/A
0.056
0.039
0.039
N/A
4.060
403.224
t .887
906.69r '

0 .01  1
N/A
416. t77
32.889
t .222
7,88e-07
7.546
N/A
0.015
6.r 95
0. 2
20.274
2.326
8. t66
tt -263

1565.590
o-298
142.480
0.069
t2.502
5.60e+07
N/A
1312.t61
43.251
7 6.027
7.32e-O3
3'1.6t9
'r60.269

15086.312

Daily Avg. Deily Max.

{ug/L) (uElL)



ParaErcler wttsr trd FW Fish wLAh LTAh Daily Avg. Daily Max'

FW Fish Only (uglL) (ug/L) (ogtL)

QEn.l
Selenium 50 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
I,23,5-Tetrachlorobenzene 0.24 | 0.241 0.471 0-440 0.641 l. l6E
T€trachforoethylene 5 323 628.916 584 892 859.'191 l8l9 0ll
Toxaphene 0.005 0-014 0.027 0 02i 0017 0.079
2,4,5'TP (Silvex) 4't.O 50.1 9?.940 91.084 133.893 283 210
2,4,5-Trichlorophenol 953 1069 2081-458 l9f5-756 2845 561 6020 200
Tr ich lo roe thy lene 5  612 119t .630 l t08216 1629.07 '1  3446 '551
l. t . l  -Trichloroethane 200 12586 24506.294 22790-851 11502.554 70879.551
TTHN4 (Sum afTotal Tribatornethanes) I00 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Vinyl Chloride 2 415 808.050 151.486 1104 685 2317.122

CALCULATE 70% AND E5% OF DAILY AVERAGE EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS
Parameacr 10V. ASY, Eflluent

Aouatic Life
Aldrin
Aluminum
Arsenic
Cadmium
Carbaryl
Chlordane
Chlorpyrifos
Chromium (+3)
Chromium (+6)
Copper
Cyanide (free)
4,4'.DDT
Dem€ton
Dicofol
Dieldrin

|.964
648.705
424.4t4
t.918
t .309
0.005
0.047
431.440
10.47 4
t2.284
t2-204
0.001
0 . 1 1 4
22.604
0.002

2.185
787.7 t3
515.359
2.151
1.590
0.006
0.057
53t.17',l
t2 .718
14.917
l4_8t  9
0.001
0.119
27.448
0.001
97.037
0.078
0,078
0.078
0.003
0.0  t4
0-005
0 . l l l
5.416
0-014
1.802
0.042
0.001
t95 .396
0.018

23.U6
0.0  t9
6.931
10.833
0.0003
0,033

Diuron '19.911

Endosulfan (alpha) 0.064
Endosulfan (beta) 0.064
Endosulfan sulfate 0.064
Endrin 0.001
Cuthion 0.01I
tleptachlor 0.004
Hexachlorocyclohexane(Lindane) 0.091
Lead 4.477
Malathion 0.011
Mercury 1.484
Methoxychlor 0.034
Mirex 0.001
Nickel 160.914
Paralhion (ethyl) 0.015
Pentachlorophenol 4.392
Phenanthrene 19.618
PolychlorinatedBiphenyls(PCBs) 0.016
Selenium 5.708
Sifver, (frce ion) 8.921
1'oxaphene 0.00m
Tributyltin (TBT) 0.02.7



Peramatal
2,4,5 Trichlorophenol
Zinc

Humah Heahh
Acrytonl lr i le
Aldrin
Arsenic
Barium
Benzene
Benzidine
Benzo(a)anthracene
Benzo(a)pyrene
Bis(chloromethyl)ether
Cadmium
Carbon Tetrachlo.ide
Chlordane
Chlorobenzene
Chloroform
Ch.om ium
Chrysene
Cresols
Cyanide (free)
4,4'-DDD
4,4!DDE
4,4'-DDT
4,4',-D
Danitol
Dibromochloromethane
| ,2- Dibromoethene
1,3-Dichloropropene ( l , l -
Dichloropropylene)
Dieldrin
p-Dichlorobenzene
1,2-Dichloroethane
l, l  -Dichloroethylene

Dicofol
Dioxins/Fuians (TCDD gquival€nts)
gndrin

Fluoride
Heptachlor
Heptachlor Epoxide
Hexachlorobenzene
Hexachlorobutadiene
Hexachlorocyclohexane (alpha)
Hexachlorocyclohexane (beta)
Hexachlorocyclohexane (gamma)
(Lindane)

7lyo
71.063
t03.046

20.1l0
0.008
N/A
NiA
191.512
0.006
1.509
1_509
0.036
N/A
| 5.652
0.040
257 | .386
2407.414
6t86.234
t5 .093
24439.349
N/A
0.0r 9
0.011
0-013

l -143
113-414
0.6u
299.99s

85% Effluont
88.7r9
t25.127

24.662
0.0r0
N/A

219.836
0.00E
t . 8 3 1
| .833
0.044
NiA
t9.006
0.04E
3122.398
292t.288
7 5 1 L 8 5 5
14327
29676.352
N/A
0.023
0.0r6
0 .0r6

r.63 t
r62.003
0.758
364.280

0.004 0.005
N/A N/A
137.700 t61.207
10.882 t1.2t4
0.404 0.49r
2.61e-01 3.17e-07
2.497 3.032
N/A NiA
0.005 0.006
2.050 2-489
0.037 0.M5
6.708 8, r45
0.770 0.934
2.1m 3.281
3.727 4.525

Hexachloroethane 518.004 629.005
Hexachlorophe e 0.099 0.120
Lead 41.142 57.244
Mercury 0-021 0.02E
Methoxychlor 4.137 5.021
Methyl ElhylKetone 1,85e+07 2.25e+{'1
Nitrate-Niftogen (as TotalNitrogen) N/A N/A



Paramcter
Nitrobenzenc
/V-Nitrosodicthylami ne
1v-Nitroso-di -r-Butylamine

PCB'i (Polychlorinated Biphenyls)
Pentachlorobenzene
Pentachlorophenol
Pytidine
Selenium
1,2,4,5-Tetrachlorobenzene
Tetrachloraethylene
Toxaphcne
2,4,5-TP (Si lvcx)
2,4,5-Trichlorophenol
Trichloroethylene
l, l , l -Trichlofocthane
TTHM (Sum ofTotal
Trihalomethanes)
VinylChloride

10"/.
434.154
t 4 . 3 1 0
2 5 . t 5 5
2.42e-03
12.447
251.549
24843.690

0-453
60r .853
0.026
93.725
t99r .893
I t40.354
21451_788
N/A

'773.219

8s%o
527 _t E7
17.377
10.545
2.94e-03
t i . l t 4
305.452
30 r 67.338
N/A
0.550
730.822
0.032
I  r3 .809
24t8.121
t384.7  t  i
284't '1.171

938,982

Efnucnt



TEXTOX MENU #3. PERENNIAL STREAM OR RIVER

The waler quality-based effluent l imitations demonstrated below are calculated using:

. Table I, 1997 Texas Surface WaterQuality Standards (30 TAC 307) for Freshwater Aquatic Life

. Table 3,2000 Texas Surface Water Quali ly Standards for Human Health

. ' 'Procedures to lmplemcnt lhe Texas Surface Water Quality Standards,' '  Texas Commission on

Environmental Quality, January 200i.

PERMITTEE INFORMATION :
Permittee Name;
TPDES Permit No:
Outfall No:
Prepared By;
Date:

DISCHARGE INFORMATION:
Receiving Waterbody:
Segr$cnt Nol
TSS:
prl:

Hardness:
Chloridc;
Effluent Floi.v for Aguatic Life (MGD)
Crirical Low Flow [7Q2] (cfs)
Chronic Emuent 7' for Aquatic Life:
Acute Effltient o% for Aquatic Life:
Dmuent Flow for Human Health (MCD):
Harmonic Mean Flow (cfs):
Human Hcalth Effluent o/':

Public Water Supply Use:

SJRA RUN #2
TX0054 | 86
001
LEG
May 1,2007

Spring Creek - PWS & FW Fish
1008
t 3
6.7
30

't.8

5.32
69.40
90.07
1.8
t q  r t

29.30
Yes

CALCULATE TOTA L/DISSOLVED RATIO:
Stream/River tnterc€pt (b) Slopc (m) Partition Dissolved

Metal Coefflclent Fraction
. (Kpo) (cdicO

Aluminum N/A N/A Ni A |.00
Anenic 5.68 -O.73 73590.432 0.51

Cadinium 6.60 -1,13 219403.733 0.26
Chromium (Total) 6.52 -0.93 304E12.416 0.20
chromium (+l) 6.52 .0.93 304E12.436 0.20
Chromium (+6) N/A N/A 1.00

Copper 6.02 4.74 156921.308 0.l l
Lead 6.45 -0.80 362114.N2 0.18

Mercury N/A N/A N/A 1.00
Nickel 5-69 -0.57 | 13514.748 0.40

Selenium NiA N/A N/A 1.00
Silver 6.38 -1.03 170859.192 0.l l
Zinc 6.10 -0.?0 209044.937 0.27

Assumed

Assumed

Assumed

Assumed

Wat€r
Effects Rltio

(wER)
1.00 Assumed
1.00 Atsumed
1.00 Assum€d
l.0O Assumed
l.0O Assum€d
1.00 Assumed
1.00 Assumed
1.00 Assumed
1.00 Assumed
l -00 Assumed
1.00 Assumed
1.00 Assumed
1.00 Assumed



AQUATTC LIF'E
CALCULATE DAILY AVERACE AND DAILY MAXIMUM EFFLUDNT LIMITATIONS

Aldrin 1.0 N/A l.ll I N/A
Aluminumd 991 N/A 1100.214 NiA
Arsenicd 360 190 782.033 535.653
cadmium' 8.664 0.441 l7,o5l 2.446
Carbaryl 2.0 N/A 2.2?0 NlA
Chlordane 2.4 0.0043 2.664 0.006
Chlorpyrifos 0.081 0.041 4.092 0 059
chromium (+3)d 647.199 'l7.Zl4 3569.027 552.094
ch.omium (+6)d 16 | | 17.763 15.849
coppef 6.1'13 4.574 20.814 20.033
Cyanide (free) 45.18 10.69 50.825 l5.40z
4,4-DDT l. l 0,001 1.221 0.001
Demsntor N/A 0-l N/A 0'144
Dicofol 59.3 19.8 65-815 28.528
Dieldrin 2.5 0.0019 2.716 0.00f
Diuron 210 70 233'143 100-858
Endosulfan (alpha) 0-22 0.056 0-244 0.081
Endosulfan (beta) 0.22 0-056 0,244 0.081
Endosulfan sulfate A.z2 0.056 0.244 0.081
Endrin 0.18 0.0023 0.200 0.001
Cuthion N/A 0.01 N/A 0.014
Heptachlor 0.52 0.0018 0.577 0.005
Hexachlorocyclohexane (Lindane) 2.0 0.08 2.220 0.115
Leadd 17.632 0.687 111.726 5.650
Malathion N/A 0.01 N/A 0 014
Mercury 2.4 1.3 2-664 1.873
Methoxychlor N/A 0.03 N/A 0.043
Mirex N/A 0 001 N/A 0.001
Nickeld 512. | 48 56-915 1407.652 203.090
Pa.athion (ethyt) 0.065 0 0ll 0.0'72 0.019
Peniachlorophenol 6-709 4.275 7,449 6.103
Phenanthren€ l0 30 13-306 43 225
Polychtorinated Biphenyls (PCBS) 2.0 0'014 2.220 0.020
Seleliilm 20 5 22.204 7,204
Silver, (free ion) 0.92 N/A 15.130 N/A
Toxaphene 0.78 0'0002 0 866 0.0003
Tributlytin (TBT) 0.13 0.024 0 144 0 015
2,4,5 T.ichloiqphenol 136 64 150.988 92.213
zincr 42.344 38.7.1525 174.767 204.695

HUMAN HEALTH

Paramater

Paramater

Acryionitrile
Aldrin
Arsenicd
Bariumd
Benzens

Acute Chronic WLAI WLAC
Standard St.ndard
("gll,) ('rC/L)

LTA! LTAC Daily DaiU
Avg. MeL
(ugll) (us/L)

1.908 N/A 2.805 5.935
610.421 N/A 926.72r t960.614
448.t05 4t2.452 $6.305 t282.721
21.23t 1.883 2.769 5.858
t.2't2 N/A 1.870 3.957
1.521 0.005 0.00? 0-015
0.053 0.045 0.06'1 0.14 |
204i.052 425.ff2 624.9t5 1322.098
r0. f78 t2.204 14.962 3l-655
r 1.938 t5.426 17.549 37.127
29.t23 | r-860 11.434 36.884
0.700 0.001 0.002 0.001
N/A 0.1I I 0.163 0.345
37.724 2r.967 12.29t 68.1l7
1.590 0.002 0.003 0.00?
133.591 71.660 l14.161 241.524
0.140 0-062 0.091 0.193
0. t40 0.062 0.091 0.193
0.140 0.062 0.091 0.193
0.1 l5 0.001 0.004 0-008
N/A 0.01 | 0.016 0-015
0.ll | 0.004 0.006 0.0l3
1.2't2 0.089 0.130 0-276
64.019 4.35 r 6.396 ll.5ll
N/A 0.011 0.016 0-035
t.527 1.442 2-120 4.485
N/A 0.033 0.049 0,104
N/A 0-001 0.002 0.003
806.585 156.3?9 229.87'1 486.179
0.041 0,014 0.02 | 0.045
4.268 4.699 6.274 t3-274
19-084 33.281 28.054 59.351
t.272 0.016 0.021 0.048
t2.123 5.547 8.154 17.2s2
8.670 N/A 12.744 26.962
0.4962 0.000? 0.0001 0.0007
0.081 0.027 0.019 0.081
86.516 ?1.004 104-376 220.822
100.142 157.6r6 147.208 I I1.440

CALCULATE DAILY AVERAGE AND DAILY MAXIMUM EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS
Water and Fw Flsh WLAh LTAh Daily Avg. Daily Max'
Fw Fbh Only (ug/L)
(ug/L)
1 .28  t0 .9
0.00408 0.00426
50 N/A
2000 N/A
5 106

("C/L) (ugl)

4.053 5.9'12 12.635
0.013 0 .019 0 .040
310.52? 456.474 965.738
6148.046 9311.628 19742.423
15-8?0 23.329 49,356

4.369
0.0t 4
333.900
68?5-856
r 7.06J



Prrrmetrr

Benzidide
Benzo(a)anthracene
Benzo(a)pyrene
B is(chloromethyl)ether
Cadmiumn
Carbon Tetrachloride
Chlordane
Chlorobenzene
Chl oroform
Chromiurnd
Chrysene
Cresols
Cyanidc (free)
4,4'-DDD
4,4'.DDE
4.4'.DDT
2,4'-D
Danitol
Dibromochloromelhane
1,2-Dibromoethane
1,3-Dichloropropene ( 1,3-
Dichloropropylene)
Dieldrin
p.Dichlorobenzene
| ,2- Dichloroethane
| , l-Dichloroethylene
Dicofol
Dioxins/F!rEns (TCDD Equivalents)
Endrin
Fluoride
Heptachlor
Heptachlor Epoxid€
Her(achlorobenzene
Hexachlorobutadiene
Hexachlorocyclohexanc (slpha)
Hexachlorocyclohexane (beta)
Hexachlorocyclohexane (gamma)
(Lindane)
Hexachloroethane
Hexachlorophene
Leado
Mercury
Methoxyclor
Methyl Ethyl Ketone
Nitrale-Nitrogen (as Total Nilrogen)
Nitrobenzene
ff-N itrosodiethylam ine
!-N itroso-di-r?-Buly lami ne
PCB's (Polychlorinated Biphenyls)
Pentachlorobenzene
Pentachlorophenol
Pyridine

Water end FW Fish WLAh LTAh Daily Avg. Drily Max'
FW Fish Only (usll) @C/t', (vdLl

Gc/L)
0.00t06 0-00i4? 0.004 .0.003 0.00i 0.010
0.099 0.810 0.3i8 0.i14 0.462 0.971
0.099 0.8 t 0 0.118 0.314 0.462 0 977
0.00462 0.0193 0.016 0.01i 0.022 0.046
5 N/A 65.:137 61.136 89.869 190 132
3.'76 8-4 12.833 I L934 17.543 31-lt6
0.0210 0.0213 0.072 0.067 0.098 0.207
'776 r 380 2648.4J2 24ri.A42 3620-672 7660 060
f00 129? 341.293 317.402 466.581 98'7.tzl
f00 3320 141.293 317.402 466-581 987 121
0.41? 8- r  1 .423 1 .124 l  -946 4 .116
3313 l3 l l6  11307.030 l05 l i . s38  15451.84 t  1270J j24
200 N/A 682.586 634.805 93J.t63 1974-242
0.0103 0.0t0 0.035 0.013 0.048 0.102
0.00?30 0.00? 0.025 0.023 0.034 0.0'12
0.00730 0.00? 0.025 0.023 0.034 0.012
7o N/A 238.905 272.182 326.607 690-985
0.709 0121 2.420 2.250 3.108 6.999
9.20 '7t.6 11.399 29.201 42.92s 90.815
0.0t4 0.135 0.048 0.044 0.065 0.138
22.8 16l '17.815 72.368 106.181 22.5.064

0.00171 0.002
75 N/A
5 73.9
t.6l 5.84
0.2 t5  0 .217
1.34e-0? 1.40e-07
t.2'7 1.34
4000 N/A
0.00260 0.00265
0.159 l . l
0.0t94 0.0198
2.99 3.6
0 .163 0 .4 l l
0.570 r.4s
0.2 2.00

84.2 278
0,053 | 0.053
4.98 25.3
0.0f22 0.0t22
2.2 t  2 .22
5.29e+04 9.94e+06
t0000 N/A
3?.3 233
0.0182 ?.6E
t .84  l ] .5
1.30e-03 1.30e-03
6.  t0  6 .68
r .0  |  35
88.  |  |  3 l3 l

0,006
255.970
t7,065
l _ ibJ

o.'t34
4.57e47
4.3 ]4
t3651.7 t2
0.009
0.543
0.066
10r05
0.556
1.94 5
0.683

287.369
0 . r 8 1
| 6.996
0.042
7 -543
l -8le+05
34 t29.280
127.302
0.130
6.280
4.44e-03
20.819
3.4 t  J
300.679

0.005
218.052
15.870
5.174
0.682
4.25e-01
4.031
12696.092
0.008
0,505
0.062
9.490
0.5 t7
t.809
0.615

267.253
0. t69
t5.807
0.039
?.015
1.68e+05
I t?40.230

8.391
0 . r21
5.840
4. l3e-01
t9.362
1.114
2't9.63 |

0.008
349.936
21.729
7.605
t.003
6.25e-07
s.926
18663.255
0,0 t2
0.7 42
0.091
r3 .951
0.761
2.660
0.933

392.862
0,248
21.2]6
0.057
t0.3 | |
2.47e1'05
46658. r 19
r 74.035
0 .  r ? 8
8.585
6.07e-03
28.461
4.666
4 1 t . 0 5 8

0.0r ?
'140.341

49.356
r6.090
2.122
1.32e-06
t2.536
39484.84'7
0.026
L570
0-192
29 _5 t  5
I.609
5,621
| .914

E3 l .156
0.524
49. r59
0. t20
2 1 . 8  t 5
5.22e+05
98712.117
368. r96
0.37'1
r 8 . 1 6 3
1.28e-02
602t4
9.8'7 |
869.654



Parrfi.ter water and FW Fish wLAh LTAh Daily Avg. Daily Max'
Fw Fish Only (ugiL) (uglL) (ugil)
(ug/L)

Selenium 50 N/A l '10646 158.701 23J.291 493'561
| ,2,4,5-Tetrachlorobenzene 0,241 0.243 0-823 0 765 l-124 2 319
Tetrachloroethylene 5 323 17.055 | 5.870 23-129 49'156
Toxaphene 0-005 0-014 0 01? 0.0t6 0-021 0.049
2,4,5-TP (Silvex) 4't.O 50.1 160.408 149.t79 219 293 463 947
2,4,5-Trichlorophenol 951 1069 3252-520 3024.844 4446.521 9407 265
Trichloroethylene 5 612 l?.065 15 870 23.329 49356
| - | , f -Trichloroethane 200 12586 682 586 614.805 913.163 19'14242
TTHM (sum ofTotal Trihalomethanes) lO0 N/A 141291 3l?.402 466.581 987-l2l
Vinyl Chloride 2 415 6.826 6 348 9-132 19''142

CALCULATE 70% AND 85% OF DAILY AVERAGE EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS
Paramaler

Aquatic Life
Aldrin
Alurninum
Arsenic
Cadmium
Carbaryl
Chlordane
C hl orpyrifos
Chromium (+3)
Chromium (+6)
Copper
Cyanide (free)
4,4'.DDT
Demeton
Dicofol
Dieldrin
Diuron
Endosulfar (alpha)
Endosulfan (beta)
Endosulfan sulfate
Endrin
Cuthion
Heptachlgr
Hexachlo.ocyclohexane (Lindane)
L€ad
Malathion
Mercury
Methoxychlor
Mirex
Nickel
Parathion (ethyl)
Pentachlorophenol
Phenanthrene
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs)
Selenium
Silve., (frce ioo)
Toxaphene
Tributyltin (TBT)

100/o Emuent

1.964 2.385
648.705 787.'7 t3
424.414 515.359
1.938 2.3s3
1.309 1.590
0.005 0.006
0.047 0.057
437.440 531.t1'l
10 .4?4 t2 ,?18
12.284 14,917
t2.204 14,819
0.00t 0.00 t
0 . t  t4  0 .139
22.604 2't.448
0.002 0.001
79.9t3 97.017
0.064 0.078
0.064 0.078
0.064 0.078
0.001 0.003
0.01 |  0 .014
0.004 0.005
0.091 0.l l l
4.47't 5.436
0,0 t  |  0 .014
1.484 1.802
0.034 0-042
0.001 0.001
160.9r4 195.396
0.015 0 .018
4.192 5,333
19.618 23.846
0.016 0 .019
5.708 6.93 |
8.921 10.831

. 0.0002 0.0001
0.027 0.033



Paramctcr
2,4,5'fr ichlorophenol
Zinc

Humah Health
Acrylonitrile
Aldrin
Arsenic
Barium
Benzen€
Benzidine
Llenzo(a)anthracene
Benzo(a)pyrene
Bis(chloromethyl)ether
Cadmium
Carbon l'etrachloride
Chlordane
Chlorobenzene
Chloroform
Chromium
Chrysene
cresols
Cyanide (free)
4,4'.DDD
4,4'-DDE
4,4'-DDT
4,4',-D
Danitol
Di brorfl odhloromethane
1,2-Dibromo€lhane
l, l-Dichloropropene (1,3-
Dichloropropylene)
Dieldrin
p-Dichlorobcnzcnc
I,2- Dichloroethane
| ,l -Dichloroethylene

Dicofol
DioxinslFurans (TCDD Equivalents)
Endrin
Fluoride
Heptachlor
Heptachlor Epoxide
Hcxachlorobenzene
l lexachlorobutad iene
tlexachlorocyclohexane (alpha)
Hexachlorocyclohel(ane (beta)
Hexachlorocyclohexane (gamma)
(Lindane)
Hexachlorocthane
Hexachlorophene
Lead
Mercury
Methoxychlor
Methy! Ethyl KeIone
Nitratc-Nitrogen (as Total Nitrogen)

1|yo
73.063
r01.046

4 . r 8 1
0.0r l
319.s32
6532.119
r6 .330
0.001
0.323
0.j21
0.015
62.909
t2.280
0.069
25J4.4'tO
326.601
i26.607
|.162
10820.489
653.214
0.034
0.024
0.024
224.625
2.316
J0.048
0,046
74.466

0_006
244.955
16.310
5.324
0.702
4-38e-07
4.148
11064.219

.0.008
0.5  t9
0.063
9.'166
0.532
l-862
0.651

27 s.001
0. t73
t6.265
0.040
't.2tE

l.7le+05
32660.697

85v"
88.719
t25 . t27

5.O't6
0 ,0  t6
188.003
793 r .884
t9 .810
0.004
0.193
0.191
0 . 0 t 8
76.389
t4.9t2
0.083
3077.57 |
J96.594
196.i94
t.654 .
l ]  l19 . t6J
791. r88
0.04 |
0.029
0.029
271 .6t 5
2 .8 t2
16.487
0.056
90.423

0.007
29't.446
t9 .830
6.464
0.851
5.3 le -0?
5.031
15863.767
0.0r0
0.63 |
0.0?7
I  t .858
0.646
2.261
0.791

333.912
0.21 I
19.'750
0.048
8.765
2, | 0e+05
19659.418

Emuetrt



Pararnctcr
Nitrobenzene
/V-Nilrosodielhylamine
N-Nilroso{i-n-Butylam ine
PCB's (Polychlorinated Biphenyls)
Pentachlorobenzene
Pentachlorophenol
Pyridine
Selenium r
I,2,4,5-Tetrachlorobenzene'
Tetrachloroethylcne
-I'oxaphene

2,4,5-TP (Si lvex)
2,4,5-Trichlorophcnol
-Irichloroethylene

l, | , I  -Trichloroethane

fiHM (Sum of Total
Trihalomethanes)
Vin) l  Chloride

10vo Es%
t21.824 t47.9J0
0 . t 2 J  0 . t 5 2
6.0 | 0 7.297
4.25e-03 5.16€-03
19.923 24.192
3.266 3.966
28't.741 349.399
t6l.l03 t98.297
0.'78'1 0.956
t6 .330 r9 .810
0-016 0.020
1 51.50J 186.399
3|2 .564 3119.54 ]
16 .330 r9 ,830
6s3.2t4 793. t88
326.607 196.i94

6_532 1.932

E ffluenl


